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By creating knowledge resources and a society that 
is ready to face today’s challenges posed by civilisa-
tion and science, modern education goes well be-
yond the confines of HEIs and state borders  As the 
Polish operator of the Scholarship and Training Fund, 
implemented thanks to resources obtained from the 
EEA Financial Mechanism and the Norwegian Finan-
cial Mechanism, as well as from domestic funds, the 
Foundation for the Development of the Education 
System works to enhance academic mobility and to 
extend and deepen institutional cooperation and 
partnerships between Polish educational institu-
tions and those active in the Donor States – Norway, 
Iceland and Liechtenstein  The achievements of the 
Fund seen from the perspective of its second edi-
tion, currently nearing its end, are compatible with 
the objectives of Europe 2020 – the EU’s strategy for 
social and economic development – in the area of 
supporting and modernising higher education, de-
veloping innovativeness and enhancing the quality 
of education by intensifying academic mobility, as 
well as research and inter-institutional cooperation  
By implementing one of the measures of the Fund, 

namely Preparatory Visits (short visits undertaken 
by representatives of HEIs), the Foundation has 
achieved measurable effects by boosting academic 
contacts with our northern neighbours, thus creat-
ing a platform on which to establish cooperation 
between institutions, and maintain and develop al-
ready existing contacts, as well as prepare and plan 
project-related joint activities  In the opinion of their 
participants, Preparatory Visits form a marvellous op-
portunity to make existing contacts more concrete 
working character of those visits gives an insight 
into mutual knowledge resources  

In the experience of the Fund, cooperation estab-
lished in the course of Preparatory Visits results in 
larger institutional projects  A lasting relationship 
is created between the worlds of science and econ-
omy, which raises the attractiveness of Polish high-
er education within the European context  

Mirosław Marczewski
Director General

of the Foundation for the Development 
of the Education System

In the opinion of their participants, preparatory visits 
form a marvellous opportunity to make the existing 
contacts more concrete. The working character of those 
visits gives an insight into mutual knowledge resources.

Mirosław Marczewski
Director General
of the founDation for 
the DevelopMent of 
the eDucation systeM
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The Scholarship and Training Fund was established 
on the strength of the Memorandum of Under-
standing on the implementation of the EEA Fi-
nancial Mechanism 2009-2014 between Iceland, 
the Principality of Liechtenstein, the Kingdom of 
Norway and Poland, as well as on the strength of 
the Memorandum of Understanding on the imple-
mentation of the Norwegian Financial Mechanism 
2009-2014 between the Kingdom of Norway and 
Poland  

Three EFTA (European Free Trade Association) 
countries, which are also EEA members (European 
Economic Area) – Norway, Iceland and Liechten-
stein – offered Poland non-refundable financial 
aid involving two instruments known as: The EEA 
Financial Mechanism and the Norwegian Financial 
Mechanism, also called the Norway grants 

The overall objective of the Fund is to contribute 
to the reduction of economic and social disparities 
in the European Economic Area and to strengthen 
bilateral relations between Poland and Norway, 
Iceland and Liechtenstein in the area of education 

The Foundation for the Development of the Edu-
cation System – an institution governing major EU 
education programmes (www frse org pl) is the 
operator of the Scholarship and Training Fund  

The Fund aims to enhance human capital and 
knowledge through:
•	 increased student and HEI staff mobility be-

tween Poland and the Donor States,
•	 increased and strengthened institutional coop-

eration and partnerships between institutions 
active in the area of education (at the level of 
primary, higher, vocational and adult education) 
in Poland and in the Donor States 

Initiatives eligible for STF funding were:
•	 study periods and practical placements for stu-

dents;
•	 preparatory visits undertaken by representatives 

of education institutions in order to establish or 
develop cooperation and/or prepare a joint pro-
ject as part of the remaining measures covered 
by the Fund;

•	 activities aimed at the improvement of the qual-
ity of study programmes offered in foreign lan-
guages by Polish HEIs; 

•	 activities intended to improve the quality of 
teaching and the didactic capacity of the Polish 
education system;

•	 activities aimed at the development of the di-
dactic offer;

•	 activities aimed at increasing the participation 
of Polish educational institutions in international 
programmes, student and pupil exchange pro-

katarzyna aleksanDrowicz,
scholarship proGraMMes  
Director, 
founDation for the DevelopMent 
of the eDucation systeM

DeScRIPTIon oF THe ScHolaRSHIP anD TRaInInG FUnD
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Figure 1. Institutions participating in Preparatory Visits

grammes and increasing the possibilities of or-
ganising international events 

These initiatives could be undertaken as part of 
four measures:
•	 Mobility Projects – a measure intended for 

HEIs, their students and staff;
•	 Preparatory Visits – a measure addressed to 

staff of educational institutions;
•	 Inter-institutional Cooperation – a measure 

meant for educational institutions implement-

ing projects with a foreign partner;
•	 Development of Polish Higher Education In-

stitutions – a measure aimed at Polish HEIs im-
plementing projects on their own or in coopera-
tion with a foreign partner 

Schools, HEIs, institutions and organisations work-
ing in the area of formal education at all its levels: 
primary, secondary, higher, vocational and adult 
education were eligible applicants 

General information
Preparatory Visits are short visits undertaken by rep-
resentatives of educational institutions aimed at:
•	 establishing cooperation between institutions;
•	 maintaining and developing already existing 

contacts between institutions;
•	 preparing and planning joint projects;
•	 completing an application for funding provided 

by the Scholarship and Training Fund or other 
programmes 

applicants
Polish educational institutions interested in the 
subsequent implementation of a project in part-
nership with an institution from at least one Donor 
State were eligible applicants under Preparatory 
Visits. Institutions from the Donor States planning 
the implementation of a project in partnership 

with Polish educational institutions were also eligi-
ble applicants  A person employed in an applying 
institution who was to undertake a visit and imple-
ment tasks on behalf of the institution was an eligi-
ble individual participant 

Duration of the project
Funding covered staff mobilities lasting from 1 to 
5 working days  Additionally, not more than 2 days 
could be spent on travelling 

preparatory visits statistics
Such mini-projects as Preparatory Visits are usually 
the first step towards large inter-institutional pro-
jects 

In January and December 2013 two calls for pro-
posals under Preparatory Visits were published  

10
research institutes

15
secondary 

schools

140
higher education institutions

PRePaRaToRY VISITS
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Both of them enjoyed popularity, especially among 
Polish HEIs 

86 applications were lodged under the first call for 
proposals and as many as 152 under the other one  
This significant difference testifies to the attractive-
ness of the measure, its growing popularity and the 
fact that educational institutions wish to establish 
contact and implement international projects 

On both occasions, the calls for proposals under 
Preparatory Visits were published before calls for 

proposals relating to the remaining measures of 
the Scholarship and Training Fund  That kind of 
timing was to enable representatives of institu-
tions to meet their new partner institution, discuss 
the rules of their future cooperation or plan the 
development of international cooperation even 
before submitting a project 

Websites (www fss org pl; www frse org pl) and an-
nouncements in home institutions were the most 
common source of information about the calls 

Allocation. The total allocation of funds (Norwegian funds and 
EEA 2009-2014 funds together with Polish funds) for Preparatory 
Visits amounted to EUR 250,013.

A total of 172 visits were undertaken under Pre-
paratory Visits 

Polish mobilities to Norway enjoyed the biggest 
popularity  Iceland came second, whereas Liech-
tenstein and Poland received the lowest number 
of visits 

Chart 1. Number of completed Preparatory Visits

 Applicants from Poland
  Applicants from Donor States

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

46
5

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

119
2

1st call for proposals 2nd call for proposals

Figure 2.  Number of Preparatory Visits undertaken in individual countries

Poland 7
Liechtenstein 6

Norway 108
Iceland 51
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preparatory visit participants’ profes-
sional Development anD personal bene-
fits 
During their visits, individual participants became 
familiar with the structure and activity of educa-
tional institutions, discussed possibilities for joint 
research and development projects, participated 
in conferences and meetings with representatives 
of their host institutions and delivered lectures 

Almost every participant indicated professional 
development and personal benefits as addition-
al advantages gained during their visits  Among 
the most frequently indicated advantages are:
•	 observation of the organisation of the teaching 

system and the resulting willingness to intro-
duce similar changes to the home institution;

•	 exchange of knowledge and experience;
•	 establishment of close cooperation with educa-

tional institutions from Norway, Iceland or Liech-
tenstein;

•	 acquisition of knowledge and skills useful in the 
teaching work;

•	 gaining experience and skills facilitating promo-
tion;

•	 meeting new people and discovering new places;
•	 improved linguistic competencies 

Declarations of willingness to continue coopera-
tion with host institutions were one of the most 
valuable benefits derived from Preparatory Visits. 
As many as 90% of participants desire to use 
the visit they undertook for preparing a joint 
project in the future. Our publication presents 
examples of projects resulting from preparatory 
visits 

The statistics and charts presented here depict 
and sum up the measure known as Preparatory 
Visits; however, they are not a complete picture 
of all achievements  It would remain incomplete 
without our participants’ reports  Their individual 
success reflects the huge value of the preparatory 
visits implemented  It is thanks to the participants’ 
involvement and work that we can say that the in-
tended objective has been achieved 

Please read the reports, which are an attempt 
to show the benefits that are derived from the 
implementation of Preparatory Visits under the 
Scholarship and Training Fund  The reports are 
not only a description of academic achieve-
ments, but also a valuable source of information 
about the life, habits, culture or even the nature 
of the Donor States 

Figure 3. Number of females and males participating in Preparatory Visits

Males 51%

Females 49%



Grant holders’ reports

Descriptions of selected 
projects 2013-2014
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THe IcelanDIc PRojecT 
ManaGeMenT woRkSHoP

Dr  Bachórz conducts research into mobility and 
identity in Central and Eastern Europe  The Social 
Anthropology Section, where she works, carries 
out research and teaching relating to the sociology 
and anthropology of tourism, sociology of mobil-
ity, sociology of ethnicity, sociology of regions and 
local communities, as well as teaching anthropo-
logical subjects to students  Dr  Agata Bachórz ‘s 
visit to Reykjavik enabled her to prepare an appli-
cation relating to a large academic project entitled 
The Patterns of leisure and the Perception of Nature. 
Polish Tourists and Migrants in Iceland. 

Work on a project that received a high rating and 
funding began through a cycle of working meet-
ings and the development of a detailed concept of 
further cooperation  Establishing informal contact 
with representatives of the Polish minority in Reykja-

vik, going sightseeing in the city and participation in 
lectures held in the City Library were just as essential  

“Thanks to this mobility I was able to test my com-
petencies outside the Polish university, present 
myself to external recipients, and apply my theo-
retical knowledge about project work and project 
management in practice,” says the participant  “I 
also managed to start fruitful academic coopera-
tion, which may also open new perspectives to stu-
dents of the University of Gdańsk,” she adds  

Dr  Agata Bachórz delivered a lecture at the Uni-
versity of Iceland and participated in a working 
meeting with research and administration staff of 
the university, owing to which, a specific concept 
of cooperation was developed and the relevant ap-
plication was partly prepared 

THe VISIT oF DR. aGaTa bacHóRz oF THe UnIVeRSITY oF 
GDańSk To THe UnIVeRSITY oF IcelanD ReSUlTeD noT onlY 
In THe SUbMISSIon oF a PRojecT, wHIcH ReceIVeD a HIGH 
RaTInG anD FUnDInG, bUT IT alSo alloweD THe PaRTIcIPanT 
To DeVeloP HeR PRojecT woRk coMPeTencIeS. 

Getting to know the local cultural context 
is useful when working on a joint project.
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Agata Bachórz, University of Gdańsk 
FSS/2013/PV/W/0048

Time of the visit:
7-11 May 2013

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
University of Iceland



“The preparatory visit enabled us to formalise our 
cooperation – the partners and participants had 
known one another before – and provide it with the 
organisational and legal frameworks that determine 
project activities today,” says Dr  Bachórz  

The inter-institutional cooperation of the University 
of Gdańsk and the University of Iceland will allow 

the former to expand its research to comprise mo-
bility patterns and international relations between 
Poland (the Pomerania region in particular) and Ice-
land  

“If not for the preparatory visit, we would not be 
working on a large and academically important pro-
ject now,” she stresses 

How much 
can be 

achieved 
during a 

preparatory 
visit depends 
on the defini-
tion of objec-
tives well in 

advance.

Dr AgAtA BAchórz is an assistant 
professor at the Social Anthropology 
Section, the Institute of Philosophy, 
Sociology and Journalism of the 
University of Gdańsk. She provides 
courses to sociology students. Her sci-
entific interests focus on the sociology 
of mobility and travelling issues seen 
from the anthropological perspective, 
inter-cultural relations and post-
communism anthropology, as well 
as the anthropology of everyday life. 
She has  published a book entitled 
russia in Writings and Experience. An 
Analysis of Contemporary Polish Travel 
Writing. currently she manages the 
project entitled Patterns of leisure and 
the perception of nature. Polish tourists 
and migrants in Iceland.

the university of iceland is a public higher education 
institution founded in 1911. It is the oldest and larg-
est HEI in Iceland. The Times Higher Education World 
University Rankings places it in the group of 300 best 
universities. Its 25 faculties provide education to 
about 14,000 students. 
the School of Social Sciences constitutes the biggest 
part of the University of Iceland. Its six faculties: Busi-
ness Administration, Economics, Law, Political Sci-
ence, Social and Human Sciences, and Social Work 
offer a very extensive academic programme.

11
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So far, Poles, the largest group of migrants in Iceland, 
have been looked at mainly in the economic context  
However, migrants, just like tourists, are guided in 
their choices by the beauty of nature and the oppor-
tunity to take up particular activities (so-called life-
style migration)  The objective of the project Patterns 
of Leisure and the Perception of Nature. Polish Tourists 
and Migrants in Iceland implemented by the Universi-
ty of Gdańsk in partnership with the Faculty of Social 
and Human Sciences, University of Iceland consists 
in the development of an innovative research ap-
proach combining mobility – migration and tourism 
– and the practices of nature exploitation  

This cooperation was possible owing to both uni-
versities’ similar interests and educational needs  
Research topics complement each other in some 
areas; however, they are not identical: research into 
the cultural dimensions of tourism, images of other 
cultures and people’s relationship with nature is 
conducted at the University of Gdańsk, whereas 
the University of Iceland specialises in research into 
migration, including into the Polish community in 
Iceland  

a PoRTRaIT 
oF PoleS In 
IcelanD wIll 
be cReaTeD

PoleS conSTITUTe aS ManY aS 3% 
oF IcelanD’S PoPUlaTIon. THeRe aRe 
oVeR 9,300 oF THeM THeRe – THeY aRe 
THe laRGeST GRoUP oF FoReIGneRS. 
THIS PolISH PHenoMenon DeFInITelY 
DeSeRVeS a DeTaIleD exaMInaTIon. 
THeIR ReSeaRcH-baSeD PoRTRaIT wIll 
be cReaTeD THankS To cooPeRaTIon 
beTween THe UnIVeRSITY oF GDańSk 
anD THe UnIVeRSITY oF IcelanD. 

SocIal 
ScIenceS

It’s been continued!

Another important reason was to fill in a cognitive 
gap by including non-economic conditions and 
contexts of migration between Poland and Iceland 
in the situation of changing mobility models 

Owing to the project, sociologists, anthropologists 
and social geographers from the University of Gdańsk 
and the University of Iceland were able to work to-
gether on the issues of relations between mobility, 
practices of nature exploitation and leisure  The more 
and more visible presence of Polish migrants in Ice-
landic society was the starting point  The researchers 
wanted to broaden the perspective – to go beyond 
the financial dimension of migration and beyond the 
Polish-Icelandic context as well – by trying to find 
more universal ideas for combining issues of migra-
tion, tourism, leisure and nature  

A cycle of seminars and the preparation of a final 
publication are results of intensive cooperation be-
tween Polish and Icelandic social researchers from 
both universities, which will surely influence their 
academic and inter-cultural competencies  This, in 
turn, will increase the academic and didactic at-

The visit made by Dr. Agata Bachórz allowed 
for the development of a programme combining 
various thematic areas. 
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tractiveness of both institutions  Experience gained 
in the course of working on the seminar programme 
may be used as a basis for planning university classes  

Selected students were involved in the process of 
creating scientific knowledge, which will undoubt-
edly raise their professional competencies  Others 
studying at both universities were able to develop 
their knowledge thanks to the open parts of semi-
nars, conferences and publications  

The book prepared as part of the project is marked 
by an innovative approach to migration issues, which 
takes account of modern tendencies in social re-

search (differentiation of mobility contexts, combin-
ing migration and tourism, man–nature perspective)  
The publication will undoubtedly improve knowl-
edge of social anthropology and sociology while be-
ing a tool to be used in research and teaching 

It will also result in increased ecological and inter-
cultural awareness in both societies 

The added value of the project Patterns of Leisure and 
the Perception of Nature. Polish Tourists and Migrants in 
Iceland is reflected in the establishment of an interna-
tional research network, which will go on functioning 
after the completion of project activities 

Duration of the project:
1 May 2014 – 30 April 2016

Amount of STF grant:
EUR 99,996 00/PLN 418,022 44

Patterns of Leisure and the 
Perception of Nature. Polish 
Tourists and Migrants in Ice-
land
FSS/2013/IIC/W/0025

Institution coordinating the project:
University of Gdańsk

Partner institution:
Faculty of Social and Human Sciences, Univer-
sity of Iceland

Thanks to working in a mixed Polish-Icelandic 
seminar team, it was possible to compare and 
exchange research perspectives. 
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THe MIDwIFe job  
In PolanD anD noRwaY

The Teaching Institute of Gynaecology and Ob-
stetrics, where the participant works, educates 
students of midwifery  It also conducts research 
and work on the midwifery profession in Poland 
from the historical perspective and today  In 2013, 
Antonina Doroszewska presented her PhD thesis 
entitled The Social Roles of Midwives. Analysis of 
Midwifery from the Perspective of the Sociology of 
Medical Professions and nowadays she continues 
research into the topics covered there 

The establishment of cooperation with the Univer-
sity of Bergen and the preparation of a joint pro-
ject is in line with this area of activity  International 
research is planned to compare the status of mid-
wives in Poland and Norway  The main research 

theme focuses on the question of whether the so-
cial status of midwives results from the healthcare 
system or, rather, depends on cultural factors such 
as historical determinants  

“Five days is a very short time, much too short to 
prepare a research project in full,” said Dr  Antonina 
Doroszewska  “However, I went there with ready-
made ideas and an outline of the project, and I 
spent five busy days there, far from everyday du-
ties  I was able to spend that time effectively on 
creative and developing work ”  

During her visit to the Norwegian HEI, Dr  Dorosze-
wska made a presentation on the subject of the 
sociological analysis of the midwifery profession in 

DoeS THe SocIal STaTUS oF THe MIDwIFe ReSUlT FRoM 
THe HealTHcaRe SYSTeM oR DoeS IT DePenD on cUlTURal 
FacToRS? DURInG HeR VISIT To THe UnIVeRSITY oF beRGen, 
DR. anTonIna DoRoSzewSka oF THe MeDIcal UnIVeRSITY oF 
waRSaw woRkeD on THe PRePaRaTIon oF a joInT PRojecT 
FocUSSInG on THe SocIal analYSIS oF THe MIDwIFeRY 
PRoFeSSIon In THe PolISH anD noRweGIan HealTHcaRe 
SYSTeMS.

The people I met in Bergen convinced me that the 
subject of my research project was interesting, 

especially from the comparative perspective, and that 
broadening it was worthwhile.

14

Antonina Doroszewska, Medical University of Warsaw
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0071

Time of the visit:
15-21 June 2014

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
University of BergenSocIal 

ScIenceS



Poland, made preliminary research in the library of 
the University of Bergen and looked up works focus-
sing on the sociological analysis of medical profes-
sions in Norway, midwifery in particular  She also 
collected data relating to legal regulations govern-
ing the midwifery profession in Norway and docu-
ments regulating the functioning and funding of 
the healthcare system in the country  She also par-

ticipated in a discussion on a joint research project  
She says she gained an international perspective 
from which to see the issues she researches 

“I met an outstanding sociologist, Prof  Kari Waer-
ness,” says Dr  Doroszewska  “I had read her publica-
tions before and in the course of my visit I was able 
to meet her in person and cooperate with her ”

I cannot overes-
timate the direct 

contact that I had 
with workers of the 

University of Bergen 
who took keen inter-
est in the research I 

conducted.

Dr AnTonInA DoRoSzEWSkA 
is a health, disease and medicine 
sociologist, lecturer at the gynaecol-
ogy and Obstetrics teaching Institute 
of the Medical University of Warsaw, 
where she holds classes in sociol-
ogy and health sociology. She is the 
author of the first Polish nationwide 
research into the midwifery profes-
sion, which comprised a representa-
tive sample of professionally active 
midwives and a representative sam-
ple of adult inhabitants of Poland.

the university of Bergen, founded in 1946, is one 
of the most famous Norwegian hEIs prioritising aca-
demic diversity and a high level of scientific research. 
Currently, the university has over 14,800 students and 
employs 3,600 lecturers and other staff.
The HEI has a wide range of faculties. At its six fac-
ulties offering the majority of traditional academic 
disciplines, the University of Bergen offers 60 vari-
ous specialist departments, institutes and scientific 
centres.

15
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FIlM ToURISM HaS  
a FUTURe

The Lillehammer University College is the main 
centre educating human resources for Norway’s 
tourist industry  It was the quality of tourist edu-
cation and research into tourism that prompted 
the University of Łódź to establish cooperation 
with that HEI  From the very beginning, Tomasz 
Napierała has been coordinating cooperation be-
tween the Faculty of Geographical Sciences of the 
University of Łódź and the Lillehammer University 
College and getting involved in joint projects 

“The Lillehammer University College is a small, but 
very professionally managed, institution,” he says  
“This HEI can be easily recommended as a partner 
in international cooperation ” Ultimately, the Lille-
hammer University College should become one of 
the key partners of the Faculty of Geographical Sci-

ences of the University of Łódź  My visit focussed 
on the identification of areas of joint interest in 
higher education and research and was meant to 
improve interpersonal relations between workers, 
which is indispensable for effective cooperation,” 
he explains  

Owing to the preparatory visit, they managed to 
determine new development perspectives for in-
ternational cooperation in research and teaching  
Researchers from the Lillehammer University Col-
lege suggested intensive development in the area 
of joint research into the development of tourist 
infrastructure and film tourism  

Both HEIs will intensify student exchange under 
the Erasmus+ Programme  In the future, the Uni-

ŁóDź IS SoMeTIMeS calleD HollYwooDź, bUT THe cITY’S 
ToURIST PoTenTIal HaS noT been FUllY RealISeD YeT. 
ToMaSz naPIeRaŁa FRoM THe UnIVeRSITY oF ŁóDź SPoke 
To woRkeRS oF THe lIlleHaMMeR UnIVeRSITY colleGe, 
aMonG oTHeR THInGS aboUT THe DeVeloPMenT oF FIlM 
ToURISM.

Norwegians – contrary to some preconceptions – are 
very open people, willing to cooperate and clearly 

defining their expectations. 
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Tomasz Napierała, Faculty of Geographical Sciences of 
the University of Łódź
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0093

Time of the visit:
26-30 August 2014

Funding:
EUR 1500

Host institution:
Lillehammer University 
College 



versity of Łódź and the Lillehammer University Col-
lege will offer joint study programmes to students 
of tourism  The HEIs will also implement joint edu-
cational projects and research 

The establishment of joint degrees for Tourism stu-
dents at the University of Łódź and the Lillehammer 
University College and the implementation of joint 

projects in education should raise the prestige of 
the educational offer of the University of Łódź  Joint 
research projects and the dissemination of their 
outcomes through publications in prestigious inter-
national journals will result in an increase in points 
scored by the Faculty of Geographical Sciences of 
the University of Łódź in the parametric evaluation 
of scientific units 

Film tourism has 
a big potential, 
and Łódź has so 
much to offer.

ToMASz nAPIERAłA works in the 
Institute of hotel Industry geography 
at the Faculty of geographical Scienc-
es of the University of łódź. His inter-
ests include: hotel industry geogra-
phy, geography of tourism, analysis 
and strategic planning in small and 
medium tourist enterprises, methods 
of spatial analysis supporting the 
process of tourism management. 
From the very beginning he has been 
coordinating cooperation between 
the Faculty of geographical Sciences 
of the University of łódź and the 
Lillehammer University College.  
he has been responsible for organis-
ing Lillehammer University college 
workers’ visits to łódź. 

the lillehammer university college (LUc) is a Nor-
wegian public hEI founded in 1971 (as Oppland col-
lege) and it assumed its current name in 1994. The HEI 
is located in the building of the radio and television 
broadcasting centre erected for the purposes of the 
1994 Winter olympic Games. It has 5,000 students, 
380 lecturers and administration staff. 
LUC offers programmes in: Travel and Tourism, Busi-
ness Administration, Organisation and Management, 
Film and Television, Health and Social Work, Humani-
ties and Social Sciences, as well as postgraduate pro-
grammes in: Education, Social Policy, Health and So-
cial Work for Children and Youth, Social Welfare, Film 
and TV Science. on the basis of LUC, the norway Film 
School was founded in 1997. 
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aboUT the welfare 
state anD ScenaRIoS 
FoR UkRaIne

The visit was meant to expand and broaden co-
operation in areas of interest to both partners, 
such as the functioning of social and economic 
systems, with particular emphasis on changes to 
the welfare state, development of modern partici-
patory democracies and changes in this area oc-
curring in Central and Eastern Europe and in the 
territory of the former Soviet Union 

Polish and Norwegian partners intend to include 
in their cooperation new issues which are linked 
to the functioning of individual areas of social and 
economic policy, sustainable development in light 
of increasing social and demographic problems 
and the ageing of European societies  

“This significantly affects the functioning of to-
day’s parliamentary democracies where the rival-
ry of social electorates may be an important factor 
influencing the distribution of votes,” emphasises 
Prof  Nowiak  

Analysis of methods increasing citizens’ political 
participation was another area of cooperation  In 
the opinion of the professor, his Norwegian expe-
rience may be useful for developing the concept 
of increasing citizens’ political participation not 
only in Poland but also in other East European 
countries  Owing to this planned preparatory vis-
it, Professors Wojciech Nowiak and Andrzej Stel-
mach (staying in Bergen at the same time under 

PRoFeSSoR wojcIecH nowIak IS a PolITIcal ScIenTIST 
FRoM aDaM MIckIewIcz UnIVeRSITY In Poznań, wITH 
oVeR 20 YeaRS oF exPeRIence In acaDeMIc conTacT 
wITH noRwaY. HIS VISIT To THe UnIVeRSITY oF beRGen 
InSPIReD HIM To IMPleMenT MoRe joInT ReSeaRcH anD 
oRGanISaTIonal PRojecTS.

Personal contact is an opportunity to meet particular 
persons and whole research teams. These are 

invaluable experiences.
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Wojciech Nowiak, Adam Mickiewicz University  
in Poznań
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0027

Time of the visit:
18-24 May 2014

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
University of Bergen SocIal 

ScIenceS



the Scholarship and Training Fund) broadened co-
operation and research by including aspects linked 
to the functioning of new democratic institutions 
in Eastern Europe 

A joint seminar focussing on the situation in Ukraine 
and entitled Geopolitics and the New Democracies in 
the Post-Soviet Space: The Future of Ukraine and the 
Other States after Today’s Crisis – Possible Scenario 
was of a similar nature 

“Discussions focussing on further cooperation 
with researchers from the Rokkan Centre and the 
Norwegian University Centre in Petersburg, as well 
as from the Rafto Foundation of Human Rights 
should be regarded as particularly valuable,” says 
Prof  Nowiak  “They may result in long-term under-
takings such as joint research projects, publica-
tions, conferences, seminars and workshops and 
joint applications for funding to implement inter-
national projects,” he adds 

The visit extended 
the framework 
of cooperation 
by adding new 
research areas 

and contact 
with specific 
researchers.

Prof. Dr hAb. ADAM noWIAk is 
an assistant professor at the Faculty 
of Political Sciences and Journalism 
of Adam Mickiewicz University in 
Poznań. He was a holder of a grant 
awarded by the Norwegian gov-
ernment. Among other things, his 
research interests include issues of 
domestic and international social 
policies, safety and public order, is-
sues of regional cooperation between 
the Nordic states and issues of safety 
and combating terrorism.

the university of Bergen, founded in 1946, is one 
of the most famous Norwegian hEIs prioritising aca-
demic diversity and a high level of scientific research. 
Currently, the university has over 14,800 students and 
employs 3,600 lecturers and other staff.
The HEI has a wide range of faculties. At its six fac-
ulties offering the majority of traditional academic 
disciplines, the University of Bergen offers 60 various 
specialist departments, institutes and scientific cen-
tres.
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How To eDUcaTe 
joURnalISTS

During her five-day stay in Iceland, Dr  Lidia Pokr-
zycka observed and held classes for students of 
journalism, met lecturers and discussed details of 
further cooperation, and familiarised herself with 
syllabuses for subjects provided in this field of 
study  She was able to analyse timetables at the 
faculty, which were drawn up in such a way as to 
adjust the journalism study programme to the re-
ality of the labour market  And thanks to being in-
vited to the Embassy of the Republic of Poland she 
had an opportunity to share her experiences and 
reflections on the Icelandic media system and on 
the benefits derived from her preparatory visit  

“If not for the visit, no establishment of closer pro-
ject cooperation would have been possible,” says 
Dr  Lidia Pokrzycka 

“Our contact so far has been friendly, warm but not 
constructive enough  I have researched into the 
Icelandic media system but we have not worked 
on joint projects  But now this is about to change,” 
she adds 

Dr  Lidia Pokrzycka participated in a meeting of 
University of Iceland journalism lecturers – out-
standing practitioners with extensive experience  

aRe PolISH HeIs able To beneFIT FRoM THe 
exPeRIence oF IcelanDIc MeDIa exPeRTS 
anD joURnalISM PRacTITIoneRS? How 
DoeS THe IcelanDIc MeDIa SYSTeM woRk? 
lIDIa PokRzYcka’S VISIT To THe UnIVeRSITY 
oF IcelanD GaVe anSweRS To THeSe 
anD ManY oTHeR qUeSTIonS anD waS 
InSTRUMenTal In THe eSTablISHMenT oF 
laSTInG cooPeRaTIon.

Icelanders may not open up immediately on meeting 
new people but given some time they become true 

friends and trustworthy partners at work.

Dr hAb. LIDIA PokRzYCkA is 
a lecturer in journalism course 
subjects, head of the chair of 
Journalism and Social communi-
cation at the University college 
of Enterprise and Administration 
in Lublin, and a journalist with 
long experience. She conducts 
theoretical classes, but above all 
practical ones, in public rela-
tions, local media and political 
communication. Her interests 
include Polish and, since 2010, 
also Icelandic media.
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FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0129

Time of the visit:
28 September – 4 October 2014

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
University of Iceland



She conducted classes with journalism students on 
Polish media, the specificity of the Polish journal-
ism environment and the Polish system of journalist 
education  

“I was surprised how effective the e-learning system 
at the University of Iceland is and how it can be used 
as part of class work,” she emphasises  “The combi-
nation of virtual team work with concrete conclu-
sions presented during classes by group leaders 
effectively teaches future journalists the rules of ef-
ficient management ”

Owing to the visit it will be possible to better ad-
just the journalism study programme to the re-

ality of the labour market  Plans relating to the 
implementation of joint projects concerning 
journalist education and the situation of journal-
ists in Iceland and Poland are just as important as 
the media portrayal of Poles living in Iceland  It 
will also be possible to continue exchanging staff 
and students as part of the Erasmus+ Programme 
and STF 

There is one more tangible effect of this pre-
paratory visit – the book The Media System in 
Iceland obtained a high rating from the post-
doctoral thesis committee and allowed its au-
thor to be awarded the degree of doktor habil-
itowany.
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the university of iceland is a public higher education 
institution founded in 1911 and the oldest and larg-
est HEI in Iceland. The Times higher Education World 
University rankings places it in the group of 300 best 
universities. 25 faculties provide education to about 
14,000 students. 
the University can boast a number of research pro-
grammes and the organisation of conferences on 
journalism in the nordic countries. It constantly mod-
ernises the system of journalist education thanks to 
cooperation with methodological centres in Denmark 
and USA.

We have common 
plans and project 
concepts which we 
will systematically 
implement.
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akUReYRI – a 
cITY aT THe enD 
oF THe woRlD

That was a preparatory visit almost at the end of the 
world  In May, the sun does not set in Akureyri but 
the temperature does not exceed 5 degrees  How-
ever, the atmosphere of meetings at the Akureyri 
University must have been far warmer than that, 
as it was possible to establish cooperation with the 
Icelandic partner  

Dr  Dominika Polkowska exchanged experiences 
relating to the teaching process in individual coun-
tries, placing particular emphasis on differences 
and similarities in this respect  Some meetings 

were organised with the authorities of the Uni-
versity: the Rector and the Dean of the Humani-
ties and Social Sciences, and with the Director of 
the Education Quality Department  They served 
the purpose of familiarisation with the method of 
developing and implementing education quality 
systems  The Icelandic partner’s experience in this 
field is very extensive – just before the participant’s 
visit an evaluation of education quality had ended 

“The University of Akureyri is also implementing a 
project aimed at the prevention of student drop-

Two InTeReSTInG joInT ReSeaRcH 
PRojecTS weRe GIVen a cHance oF 
IMPleMenTaTIon THankS To a VISIT To THe 
UnIVeRSITY oF akUReYRI UnDeRTaken bY 
DR. DoMInIka PolkowSka oF MaRIa 
cURIe-SkŁoDowSka UnIVeRSITY. THe FIRST 
coVeRS PoleS MIGRaTInG To IcelanD anD 
THeIR aDaPTaTIon In THe new coUnTRY; 
THe oTHeR IS To FocUS on THe ISSUeS oF 
GenDeR, In PaRTIcUlaR on woRk-lIFe 
balance.

The establishment of personal contact or even friendships is the 
added value of the visit. We have plans for future meetings, both in 

Lublin and in Akureyri.

Dr DoMInIkA PoLkoWSkA is an 
academic and researcher in the Institute 
of Sociology of Maria Curie-Skłodowska 
University where she holds the position 
of Deputy Director for Teaching. Her 
responsibilities include: establishing and 
coordinating cooperation in teaching 
with institutions important for the teach-
ing and educational process implement-
ed in that field of study. In particular, her 
responsibilities focus on activities aimed 
at the improvement of the education 
quality system: coordination of work 
relating to periodical study programme 
evaluation, preparation of new study 
programmes and verification of study 
programme compliance with applicable 
regulations, as well as cooperation in the 
field of international student exchange 
with the Bologna Process coordinator.
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Dominika Polkowska,  
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0035

Time of the visit:
19-23 May 2014

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
University of Akureyri SocIal 

ScIenceS



the university of akureyri was founded in 1987 in the city of Akureyri situated in the north-east of Ice-
land. The HEI has played an important role in the economic development of the region and is a pivotal 
point in planning the future of knowledge-based society.
The University of Akureyri prepares students for work in private and public sectors. Education offered by 
the HEI aims to equip its graduates with specific skills and practical knowledge as well as competencies 
allowing them to improve their qualifications and employability. Iceland’s most developed e-learning 
system is operated at the University and deserves special attention.
The University is divided into three schools: School of Business and Science, School of Humanities and So-
cial Sciences, School of Health Sciences. The University has about 1,600 students and nearly 180 employees.

out,” says Dr  Polkowska  “Thanks to my meeting 
with the Head of the Student Issues Department, it 
will be easy to introduce a similar initiative at Maria 
Curie-Skłodowska University,” she adds 

The visit to Akureyri allowed the participant to gain 
additional experience linked to the establishment 
and development of international cooperation  She 
became convinced that her English was sufficient 
and that she was able to find her feet in the cultur-
ally new environment  She believed in herself which 
motivated her to even more intensive work on re-
search projects  The preparatory visit helped her 
better execute her duties in the home country 

“I realised how important student participation is at 
each stage of developing and evaluating the teach-
ing process,” she emphasises  “I would love to use 
these ideas when developing a system of enhanc-
ing education quality in the Institute of Sociology of 
Maria Curie-Skłodowska University ”

The visit to Iceland also raised the participant’s self-
esteem, because it turned out that problems result-
ing from the teaching process are the same wher-
ever you go, regardless of latitude or longitude 

I established new friendships which – I hope – will bear fruit in 
the future bringing, further experience exchange and joint appli-
cations for grants where Maria Curie-Skłodowska University will 
be a direct project promoter.
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acaDeMIc 
neTwoRkInG IS 
exPanDInG

Dr  Smoczyński’s three previous visits served the 
purpose of strengthening cooperation between 
the University of Bergen and the Institute of Phi-
losophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of 
Sciences  Both institutions have been cooperating 
since 2010 when Dr  Smoczyński implemented a 
research project at the Research Council of Norway 
at the University of Bergen  For the last years, this 
cooperation has been confirmed by joint partici-
pation in conferences, joint projects and scientific 
publications and by intensive staff mobility effect-
ed by the Polish and Norwegian partners 

The most important objective of the fourth visit 
consisted in the strengthening of the existing co-

operation between the partners and discussing 
the possibility of organising a doctoral programme 
provided in English and focussing on contem-
porary migration issues  These issues are not re-
searched enough in the course of Polish study 
programmes and the programme proposed may 
remedy the situation  The more so, that the topics it 
offers are quite extensive and cover such aspects as 
changes to gender relations in immigrants’ social 
field caused by modified philosophical beliefs in 
their host countries, social response to immigrants, 
and the influence of the grey area on the condi-
tions of immigrants’ integration  Doctoral students’ 
improved communicative competencies and the 
development of networking in the international 

THe VISIT oF DR. RaFaŁ SMoczYńSkI FRoM 
THe InSTITUTe oF PHIloSoPHY anD SocIol-
oGY oF THe PolISH acaDeMY oF ScIenceS To 
THe UnIVeRSITY oF beRGen waS THe conTIn-
UaTIon oF a cooPeRaTIon laSTInG alReaDY 
SeVeRal YeaRS. owInG To THIS MeeTInG, co-
oPeRaTIon beTween THe PolISH anD noR-
weGIan PaRTneRS wIll noT onlY Take on a 
new SHaPe bUT alSo exTenD ITS ScoPe. 

This visit inspired me to develop my interest  
in the theory of discourse.

Dr RAFAł SMoCzYńSkI is an 
assistant professor at the centre 
for religious Studies in the Insti-
tute of Philosophy and Sociology, 
Polish Academy of Sciences. His 
research interests focus on social 
control, social theory, economic 
sociology, sociology of religion 
and political philosophy. Founded 
in 1956, the Institute of Philoso-
phy and Sociology is an academic 
and research establishment of 
the Polish Academy of Sciences. 
Its main purpose is to conduct 
advanced research in the scope of 
philosophy, sociology and cogni-
tive and communication sciences.
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Institute of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0002

Time of the visit:
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Funding:
EUR 1750
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University of Bergen SocIal 
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the university of Bergen, founded in 1946, is one of the most famous Norwegian hEIs prioritsing academic 
diversity and a high level of scientific research. Currently, the university has over 14,800 students and em-
ploys 3,600 lecturers and staff.
The HEI has a wide range of faculties. At its six faculties offering the majority of traditional academic disci-
plines, the University of Bergen offers 60 various specialist departments, institutes and scientific centres.

academic environment will be the added value of 
the joint programmes 

“Thanks to cooperation with the Norwegian part-
ners I managed to extend the scope of international 
academic networking by including new partners 
from Iceland and Denmark,” says Dr  Smoczyński 

During the visit, the participant not only discussed 
the idea of a joint seminar project with his Norwe-
gian partners, but also he extended the scope of 
potential academic cooperation  It was agreed that 
a seminar meeting would take place in the Institute 
of Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy 
of Sciences; the project would promote the mobility 
of staff employed in the Institute of Philosophy and 
Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences and at 
the University of Bergen  Furthermore, the names of 

project participants were put forward and the mode 
of competition for doctoral students to take part in 
the seminar was agreed, substantive problems to be 
discussed at the seminar were analysed and admin-
istrative issues discussed  

“The Norwegian partners proposed a number of ob-
servations which may both improve the academic 
quality of the planned seminar and streamline its 
administration,” adds Dr  Smoczyński  “It could be 
helpful to include proposals relating to the exten-
sion of the remit of future research cooperation by 
so-called social remittances linked to immigrant 
communities in receiving countries ”

The visit contributed to the quality improvement of 
the post-doctoral thesis written by this participant, 
who specialises in migration studies 

The rainfall in Bergen is quite heavy, so the weather is  
just perfect for working in the university library,  
which is magnificently equipped.
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In a FRIenDlY 
aTMoSPHeRe

The opportunity to participate in the everyday 
academic life of a modern Norwegian HEI is an im-
mensely valuable experience to a person dealing 
with the organisation of international cooperation  
Małgorzata Szews emphasises that she was met with 
kindness and interest showed to her by the Norwe-
gian partners at every step of the way 

“The visit was an opportunity to observe the aca-
demic atmosphere and functioning of the Norwe-
gian HEI, which I found very inspiring,” she says 

She met Siri Elizabeth Haug from the Foreign Stu-
dent Office operating within the NLA University Col-

lege and Dr  Harald Borgebund of the Institute of Po-
litical Sciences  They discussed study programmes 
and the rules of future cooperation  What’s impor-
tant,  Małgorzata Szews had the opportunity to pre-
sent her home HEI to the Rector of the Norwegian 
HEI, Mr Bjarne Kvam 

The NLA University College is a HEI geared towards 
intensive international cooperation  The HEI is open 
to foreigners – people from remote Asian or Afri-
can countries are among its students  There is a lot 
of emphasis put on cooperation with developing 
countries: students from such countries may obtain 
a number of grants specially intended for them 

MaŁGoRzaTa SzewS oF kazIMIeRz 
wIelkI UnIVeRSITY In bYDGoSzcz 
IS ReSPonSIble FoR IDenTIFYInG 
FoReIGn HeIs InTeReSTeD In 
cooPeRaTIon wITHIn THe 
FRaMewoRk oF eURoPean MobIlITY. 
HeR VISIT To THe nla UnIVeRSITY 
colleGe In beRGen ReSUlTeD In 
a SIGnIFIcanT bRoaDenInG oF 
cooPeRaTIon beTween THe Two 
eSTablISHMenTS. 

In my opinion, the atmosphere of the Norwegian HEI  
is student-oriented, friendly and modern.

Since 2010, MAłGoRzATA SzEWS has been 
an employee of the International Relations office 
at kazimierz Wielki University in Bydgoszcz. Her 
main responsibilities include: assistance in formal 
supervision and care of students and staff carry-
ing out mobilities to study or to conduct classes 
under Erasmus+ and under international bilateral 
agreements, assistance in Erasmus+ student and 
staff mobilities and identifying new foreign HEIs 
willing to cooperate in the field of European mobil-
ity. She provides information and assistance with 
the preparation of applications for EU scholarship 
funds under inter-governmental programmes 
(e.g.: German Academic Exchange office DAAD, 
Visegrad Fund, Bureau for Academic recognition 
and International Exchange). She is responsible for 
the International Relations office’s webpage and 
prepares its monthly newsletter.
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The observation of university work, interpersonal 
relations and ways of spending leisure time was just 
as important  For example, once a month, a meeting 
is organised to celebrate all administrative workers 
whose birthday is in that month  

The participant also joined a meeting between stu-
dents and Prof  Harald Borgebund, who delivers lec-
tures to students of political sciences 

“Probably because of the summer holiday break 
already in progress our meeting took place in the 
university canteen and consisted in a friendly con-

versation between partners full of mutual respect,” 
says Małgorzata Szews 

The most important objective of the visit was 
achieved: the agreement between Kazimierz Wielki 
University and the NLA University College was ex-
tended under Erasmus+ for the years 2014–2020  
Two additional fields of study were added to the 
agreement on student and staff mobility signed for 
political sciences in 2014: intercultural studies and 
international relations  And Małgorzata Szews her-
self became interested in Norway, its language, cul-
ture and nature 
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the nla university college in Bergen is 
a private hEI accredited by the Norwegian 
Agency for Quality Assurance in Educa-
tion. This means that the academic stand-
ard and functioning are the same as at 
public universities. The HEI has three cam-
puses: in Bergen, kristiansand and oslo. 
It offers about 30 first- and second-cycle 
programmes and is gradually extending 
its offer of programmes provided in Eng-
lish. 

The experience that I 
gained in the course 
of my preparatory 
visit will be useful 
in my work at 
the International 
Relations Office at 
Kazimierz Wielki 
University.
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eFFecTIVe STRaTeGIeS 
To FIGHT lUnG canceR

For many years, Prof  Domagała-Kulawik’s scientific 
research has been focussing on the biology of lung 
cancer  Owing to her experience in this field and 
mastering research methods, she decided to ex-
tend the research scope and apply for cooperation 
with a foreign centre  

“We selected the Department of Cellular Therapy 
in the Oslo University Hospital as the main Norwe-
gian centre conducting research into the pheno-
type and molecular characteristics of lung cancer 
stem cells,” says Prof  Domagała-Kulawik 

She had carefully prepared for future cooperation 
as she had read the extensive literature produced 
by the Department of Cellular Therapy – part of 

the University Hospital – Radjumhospitalet in Oslo  
This allowed her to start substantive discussions 
from the very beginning of her visit and to get new 
experts involved  

A modern and perfectly equipped building operat-
ing in line with standards, and the wonderful or-
ganisation of work in the Department of Cellular 
Therapy were very strong arguments for the devel-
opment of intensive academic exchange  But that 
was not the only thing that influenced the decision 
about a joint project 
 
“The hosts’ incredible kindness created a splen-
did atmosphere for work,” Prof  Domagała-Kulawik 
says 

MalIGnanT lUnG TUMoUR IS one oF THe MoST SeRIoUS 
canceR conDITIonS In THe woRlD. UnDeRSTanDInG THe 
PRoceSS oF ITS DeVeloPMenT IS DecISIVe In PRoVIDInG 
eFFecTIVe TReaTMenT. Hence THe VISIT UnDeRTaken bY PRoF. 
joanna DoMaGaŁa-kUlawIk FRoM THe MeDIcal UnIVeRSITY 
oF waRSaw To THe DePaRTMenT oF cellUlaR THeRaPY In THe 
oSlo UnIVeRSITY HoSPITal In oRDeR To InITIaTe acaDeMIc 
cooPeRaTIon beTween THe Two UnITS.

The Norwegian centre is an exemplary establishment – 
both for its equipment and the organisation  

of research work. 
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The participant had an insight into the character 
of research conducted in the Institute, in particu-
lar that relating to innovative vaccines  She also 
described the achievements of her home institute 
and presented the BAL method in detail (sampling, 
processing and analysis of bronchoalveolar lavage) 
which aroused the hosts’ interest  The observation of 
work in the Norwegian centre, which is the epitome 
of good organisation, made Professor Domagała-
Kulawik develop plans for the modernisation of her 
own laboratory at the Medical University of Warsaw 

The direct involvement in the host institution and 
its scientific achievements, as well as the interest 
that was caused by the participant’s achievements 

and offer, slightly changed the visit programme – 
the partners concentrated on examining the condi-
tion of the immune system of sufferers before and 
during lung cancer therapy using the BAL method  
They also discussed the character of potential joint 
research, methods of taking samples from suffer-
ers, safe transport and division of work between the 
two centres  

After her Oslo visit, Prof  Domagała-Kulawik and 
Prof  Gunnar Kvalheim of the Department of Cel-
lular Therapy delivered lectures at a symposium 
on lung cancer immunotherapy at the Congress 
of the European Respiratory Society in Amster-
dam in 2015 

If not for the prepa-
ratory visit I would 
not have motivated 
myself to prepare 
a research grant 
application.

Prof. Dr hAb. n. mED. 
JoAnnA DoMAGAłA-
kULAWIk is a consultant 
in internal medicine, lung 
disease and pathomorphol-
ogy. She works in the Depart-
ment and clinic of Internal 
Medicine, Pneumonology 
and Allergology of the Medi-
cal University of Warsaw. For 
many years, Prof. Domagała-
kulawik’s scientific research 
has been focussing on the 
biology of lung cancer. She 
has published several impor-
tant articles.

the Department of cellular therapy is a unit of the 
oslo oncology University Hospital. It is a very ex-
tensive institution employing numerous specialists 
and equipped with state-of-the-art appliances. The 
Department of cellular therapy complies with the 
standards of Good Laboratory Practice. Its team’s ex-
tensive research results in publications in high scoring 
scientific journals.
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STRaTeGIc objecTIVe: 
InTeRnaTIonalISaTIon 
oF eDUcaTIon

The strategic objective of the Medical University of 
Lublin is the internationalisation of education and 
the strengthening of the university’s international 
position in didactics, as well as the increasing of 
competitiveness of education and post-graduate 
programmes  To be able to achieve that, not only the 
absorption of external funding for education, but 
also the establishment and development of coop-
eration with other European HEIs is necessary  The 
University of Iceland in Reykjavik is an ideal partner 
from this perspective as it implements all those prin-
ciples on a large scale and with tangible results 

Vice-rector Hanna Trębacz visited the Institute of 
Continuing Education at the University of Iceland  
– a brilliantly organised academic establishment of 
an international character  

“During my visit I was surprised at a discussion on 
the strategy of gender equality in Iceland,” says Dr  
Hanna Trębacz  

The University of Iceland developed a gender 
equality programme relating to access to educa-
tion and the labour market as well as to the dis-
semination of relevant good practices, which also 
encompasses the equalisation of opportunities 
and projects targeting women 

A visit to the Geriatric Ward in a Reykjavik hospital 
was the starting point to a discussion about op-
portunities for educating the medical and teach-
ing staff of the Medical University of Lublin in this 
area  Polish experiences are still not sufficient 
and the needs are constantly growing  The topic 

THe VISIT To ReYkjaVIk UnDeRTaken bY DR. Hab. Hanna 
TRębacz, VIce-RecToR oF THe MeDIcal UnIVeRSITY oF lU-
blIn, waS acTUallY a ReTURn VISIT, aS RePReSenTaTIVeS 
oF THe UnIVeRSITY oF IcelanD HaD PReVIoUSlY VISITeD 
lUblIn anD becoMe awaRe oF THe PoTenTIal oF THe 
PolISH HeI.  aFTeR THe Two MeeTInGS IT IS FUll STeaM 
aHeaD FoR cooPeRaTIon, wHIcH wIll beneFIT boTH STU-
DenTS anD PaTIenTS. 

The Vice-Rector for International Cooperation considers  
the insight into the specifics of functioning of an international 

and multicultural HEI an extremely valuable experience. 
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Hanna Trębacz, Medical University of Lublin
FSS/2013/PV/W/0023

Time of the visit:
6-10 May 2013

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
University of Iceland



proved extremely interesting for both parties in 
the context of further cooperation  The vice-rector 
reviewed solutions relating to instruction in oc-
cupational therapy – a field of study with a great 
future, provided so far only by one Polish HEI  The 
Medical University of Lublin is interested in the 
provision of this programme 

The return visit equipped the participant with 
knowledge of the way in which the University func-
tions, especially the organisation of the process of 
education, which has a continuous dimension in Ice-
land, and of how research is conducted in interna-
tional teams  The educational aspects are included 
in the 2014–2020 strategy of the Medical University 

Population 
ageing is a major 
challenge to them. 
During the visit, 

the Polish  
and Icelandic 

models of geriatric 
care were 
compared.

Dr hAb. n. mED. HAnnA TRęBACz 
is a biophysicist and an academic 
teacher. Since 2012, she has held the 
position of Vice-rector for Interna-
tional cooperation and Postgraduate 
Studies at the Medical University of 
Lublin. Her research interests include 
the application of physical measure-
ment methods in the examination of 
bones and collagen in bone tissue and 
other tissues in the motor organs. She 
supervises three doctoral theses. Dr. 
Hanna Trębacz‘s academic achieve-
ments include 52 full works, out of 
which 50 are original research results 
published in renowned domestic and 
foreign journals.

the university of iceland is a public higher education 
institution founded in 1911 and the oldest and larg-
est HEI in Iceland. The Times Higher Education World 
University Rankings places it in the group of 300 best 
universities. 25 faculties provide education to about 
14,000 students. The Institute of Continuing Educa-
tion founded in 1983 is the largest centre of that type 
in Iceland. Every year it offers about 400 courses and 
study programmes followed by about 12,000 persons 
per year.
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cooPeRaTIon IS bRInGInG 
FRUIT – lITeRallY!

Dr  Anna Michalska conducts research into the 
influence of drying processes on changes to the 
contents of selected bioactive compounds in fruit 
products  She started researching this issue in the 
course of her post-doctoral placement in HESSO, 
Valais – (University of Applied Sciences, Sion, Swit-
zerland) in cooperation with Prof  Wilfried Andlau-
er  Her research conducted there concentrated on 
products obtained on the basis of pomegranate  
Searching for various technologies applied in the 
food industry, Dr  Michalska verified their influence 
on the quality of the final product in selected types 
of fruit  

“My visit to NTNU contributed to improving my 
knowledge of the influence of drying processes 
on changes to the content of selected bioactive 
compounds in fruit products,” says Dr  Michalska   

“I also had the opportunity to meet Prof  Odilio 
Alves-Filho and listen to his lecture on heat pumps  
I have to admit that I was surprised at how close 
the HEI’s cooperation with the industry was and at 
their conducting research for companies ”

The drying method applied at the Norwegian Uni-
versity of Science and Technology is an innovative 
technology, which has not yet been implemented 
in Poland  The host institution has unique research 
equipment at its disposal and lots of experience in 
drying foodstuffs, so our future cooperation will 
focus on joint research projects  Research con-
ducted at NTNU relating to innovative drying pro-
cesses (heat pump drying) combined with work 
performed in the Institute of Animal Reproduction 
and Food Research focussing on analysis of bioac-
tive compounds (anthocyanins, phenol acids) in 

DR. anna MIcHalSka oF THe InSTITUTe oF anIMal 
RePRoDUcTIon anD FooD ReSeaRcH oF THe PolISH acaDeMY 
oF ScIenceS In olSzTYn PaRTIcIPaTeD In a PRePaRaToRY 
VISIT To THe beST TecHnoloGIcal HeI In noRwaY – THe 
noRweGIan UnIVeRSITY oF ScIence anD TecHnoloGY 
(nTnU). THeIR joInT PRojecT RelaTInG To an InnoVaTIVe 
MeTHoD oF DRYInG FRUIT IS VeRY PRoMISInG. 

Preparations for a joint project will open a development 
path to workers of the Institute of Animal Reproduction 

and Food Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
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Anna Michalska, Institute of Animal Reproduction and 
Food Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences in 
Olsztyn FSS/2013/PV/W/0002

Time of the visit:
24-29 March 2013

Funding:
EUR 1670

Host institution:
Norwegian University of 
Science and Technology



fruit products are a perfect basis on which to sub-
mit a joint research project in line with the scientific 
interests of Prof  Alves-Filho and Dr  Michalska  Both 
the products of drying and their production process 
itself will be characterised, taking account of eco-
nomic factors  

“I think that the most important thing is the estab-
lishment of contact which may bring fruit in the 
shape of cooperation,” emphasises Dr  Anna Michal-
ska  “It turned out in my case that it was possible to 
do initial research, which became the basis for writ-
ing a scientific publication and to prepare two con-
ference presentations ” 

During the visit, cooperation was going so well that 
it was possible to extend the scope of research and 
perform additional analyses  Apart from the dry-
ing process, Dr  Michalska managed to examine the 

characteristics of material before and after drying, 
as well as measure water activity using specialised 
equipment owned by the Department of Energy 
and Process Engineering of NTNU  

This preparatory visit will result in – above all – ex-
tending the network of contacts of the Institute of 
Animal Reproduction and Food Research, and will 
influence knowledge transfer between the insti-
tutions and the implementation of new research 
methods  This, in turn, will lead to extending the 
scope of research conducted by adding modern 
and innovative technologies applied in Norway  But 
that’s not all!

The visit inspired Dr  Anna Michalska to start new 
research into drying techniques resulting in obtain-
ing high quality fruit powders  The results of this re-
search will be exceptionally fruitful    and tasty!

The preparatory 
visit enabled  
Dr. Anna Michalska 
to become familiar 
with new methods 
of foodstuff drying 
and to establish 
invaluable academic 
contact.

Dr AnnA MICHALSkA 
works in the Institute of 
Animal reproduction and 
Food research of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences in 
olsztyn, which conducts 
basic research in the field of 
agricultural, veterinary and 
biological sciences.

knowledge for a better world is the vision of the nor-
wegian university of science and technology in 
Trondheim, founded in 1996. The HEI specialises in 
technology and natural science and it also offers pro-
grammes in humanities, social and economic sciences 
and fine arts. Currently it has 23,000 students, half 
of whom study technology and natural science pro-
grammes. Every year, the HEI produces about 4,000 
graduates. nTnU is currently participating in 105 EU 
projects under the 7th Framework Programme. At 
present, it has 2,600 foreign students. 
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InSPIRInG conDITIonS 
FoR ReSeaRcH woRk

The preparatory visit was an opportunity to meet 
employees of the University of Nordland including 
those with outstanding academic achievements  
Professor Igor Babiak – a specialist in broadly de-
fined aquaculture – is a member of this group  Pro-
fessor Babiak is the author and co-author of over 
60 publications on reproductive biology and fish 
reproduction and biotechnology and in his works 
he presents original research concepts and uses 
modern laboratory techniques  The high number 
of quotations of his publications reflected by the 
h-index proves international recognition for the 
scientific work of his team 

“I expected that meeting employees of the Univer-
sity of Nordland would result not only in knowl-

edge and experience exchange in the scope of 
research, but that it would also allow me to under-
take continuous cooperation in the future,” says Dr  
Maciej Woźny  

When at the Faculty of Biosciences and Aquacul-
ture, the participant visited fish aquatic housing 
systems and became familiar with the potential 
of the local laboratories  During the visit, various 
research techniques and methods were reviewed, 
including those applied in the field of histology, 
molecular biology and bioinformatics  There were 
numerous meetings at which the operating strate-
gy and specificity of work of Polish and Norwegian 
teams were discussed  A proposal of joint research 
into aquaculture and food safety was made  How-

THe UnIVeRSITY oF noRDlanD In noRwaY SPeaRHeaDS 
aqUacUlTURe ReSeaRcH. DR. MacIej woźnY oF THe 
UnIVeRSITY oF waRMIa anD MazURY acqUIReD new 
knowleDGe anD ValUable PRoFeSSIonal exPeRIence  
anD eSTablISHeD PRoMISInG cooPeRaTIon DURInG HIS VISIT. 

North Norway’s spectacular natural beauty creates 
inspiring conditions for studying and research work at 

the University of Nordland.
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Maciej Woźny, University of Warmia and Mazury  
in Olsztyn
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0015

Time of the visit:
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Funding:
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University of NordlandaGRIcUlTURal 
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ever, above all, the visit led to a discussion of condi-
tions and an initial draft of people exchange under 
STF Mobility Projects in Higher Education 

“The visit inspired me to initiate cooperation in a 
specific kind of research,” adds Dr  Maciej Woźny  “As  
aquaculture and food safety are also of interest to Nor-
wegian scientists, it seems that our cooperation in this 
field can be exceptionally fruitful ”

The knowledge and experience gained during the 
visit enabled the participant to improve his research 

methodology and the quality of his research work  
The contacts he established in Norway are extremely 
valuable to him also because now he is able to ben-
efit from remote consultation  Additionally, the de-
velopment of the main principles of the student and 
staff mobility project should make it possible to ap-
ply for staff mobility grants  The preparatory visit was 
also a good opportunity to promote the University of 
Warmia and Mazury among foreign researchers 

I had an unique op-
portunity to have 
a closer look at an 
adult halibut whose 
age was estimated 
at several dozens of 
years. Those dignified 
giants made an un-
forgettable impres-
sion on me. 

Dr inż. MACIEJ WoźnY  
is a researcher at the De-
partment of Biotechnology 
in Environmental Protection 
at the Faculty of Environ-
mental Sciences of the 
University of Warmia and 
Mazury in olsztyn. From the 
beginning of his academic 
career he has been re-
searching issues of toxicity 
of various types of pollution. 
Lately, his main research 
interest has focussed on 
the presence of mycotoxins 
in aquaculture and their 
influence on food safety and 
rainbow trout farming.

the university of nordland in Bodø is one of the 
youngest norwegian HEIs. Founded in 2011, (from 
1994 the Bodø University college operated there), 
this University offers Bachelor’s, postgraduate and 
doctoral programmes in the field of Social Sciences, 
Business and Management, and natural Sciences. 
Currently, the HEI has about 6,000 students and 
employs 640 staff. It is a leading norwegian unit re-
searching aquaculture. 
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HoRIzon 2020 – 
FRoM THe PolISH 
anD IcelanDIc 
PeRSPecTIVe

The project that was discussed in detail during 
Prof   Sładkowski’s visit to Iceland concerns analysis 
of the use of EU funds in regional and developmen-
tal projects  The tasks that will be implemented by 
future project participants at the preparatory stage 
and in case of obtaining EU funds were determined 
during talks with representatives of Reykjavik Uni-
versity  

“Becoming acquainted with the capabilities and 
resources of our partners will allow us to define 
individual tasks,” says Prof  Aleksander  Sładkowski  

“Clearly, it does not guarantee that we will obtain 
EU funding, but it increases our chances ”

Professor Sładkowski now has in-depth knowledge 
of the education process at Reykjavik University  
He visited its laboratories, libraries and computer 
rooms and came to the conclusion that certain sol- 
utions could be applied at his faculty and chair, and 
during his own lectures  

“The general standard of student education in 
Iceland is very high,” emphasises Prof  Sładkowski  

THe DeTeRMInaTIon oF TaSkS FoR PaRTIcIPanTS 
In a ReSeaRcH PRojecT PlanneD UnDeR THe 
HoRIzon 2020 PRoGRaMMe waS THe MaIn 
objecTIVe oF a VISIT To ReYkjaVIk UnIVeRSITY 
UnDeRTaken bY PRoFeSSoR alekSanDeR 
SŁaDkowSkI oF THe SIleSIan UnIVeRSITY oF 
TecHnoloGY. THIS occaSIon alSo SeRVeD To 
eSTablISH ManY oTHeR conTacTS, wHIcH aRe 
alReaDY beaRInG FRUIT. 

My hosts were extremely hospitable and competent.

Prof. Dr hAb. ALEkSAnDER 
SłADkoWSkI works at the 
Faculty of transport of the Silesian 
University of Technology. He is 
the head of the Department of 
Logistics and Industrial Transport. 
He holds the position of Dean’s 
representative for international 
relations and student exchange. 
His research interests include: 
numerical methods in the theory 
of transport machinery, finite 
element method, vehicle dynam-
ics, logistics and container traffic. 
He is the author of 286 scientific 
publications (including 10 mono-
graphs) and holds 10 patents. He is 
also the editor in chief of “trans-
port Problems” – an international 
scientific journal.
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Aleksander Sładkowski, Silesian University of Technology
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0090

Time of the visit:
12-14 June 2014

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
Reykjavik University



reykjavik university is the biggest non-public Ice-
landic university, offering a high standard of educa-
tion and research. It has about 3,000 students. The 
HEI is composed of four schools: the School of Busi-
ness, the School of computer Science, the School 
of Law and the School of Science and Engineering. 
Reykjavik University offers logistics and transport-
related programmes.

“Therefore, I am convinced that the experience of 
exchange between lecturers from both faculties will 
be mutually beneficial ”

The Silesian University of Technology has already 
signed an academic cooperation agreement with 
Reykjavik University  It specifies the terms and condi-
tions of student and staff exchange, and the participa-
tion of the HEIs in joint projects, conferences, sympo-
siums, publishing and other kinds of activities, which 
may be beneficial for the cooperating institutions 

Thanks to the visit, the Icelandic partners agreed 
to participate in the creation and publishing of 
an international journal entitled Transport Prob-
lems whose editor-in-chief is Prof  Aleksander 
Sładkowski  The first received article is entitled 
Reference class forecasting in Icelandic transport 
infrastructure projects and is written by Dr  Thor-
dur Vikingur Fridgeirsson of the Reykjavik Uni-
versity 

Certain solutions applied in Reykjavik University 
can also be used in the Polish context. 
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IMPoRTanT TalkS 
In “THe SaHaRa 
oF THe noRTH”

Dr  Maria Aleksandrovich’s meeting with the man-
agement and staff of Campus Alta to discuss vari-
ous aspects of cooperation was held in an unusual 
place called the Sahara of the North (average yearly 
rainfall in Alta is barely 400 millimetres, which is 
less than in the Sahara!)  During the visit, the results 
of previous cooperation were summed up and new 
cooperation opportunities were identified relating 
to Mobility Projects, cooperation in research, devel-
opment and didactics  As a result of the meetings, 
the Campus Alta management agreed to lodge a 
joint application under Mobility Projects 

“I was really surprised how easy it was to talk to pro-
fessionals,” says Dr  Aleksandrovich  “For example, 
Dr  Werner Bigell and I had an in-depth discussion 
about opportunities for student and staff exchange ” 

Between 2015 and 2020 the Pomeranian University 
will launch transnational programmes attractive to 
Polish and Norwegian students  The preparatory 
visit made it possible to exchange precise informa-
tion about the conditions of that kind of coopera-
tion  The Norwegian visit was also a step towards 
the implementation of a joint project entitled Psy-
chological and Pedagogical Approaches to Wild Na-
ture and Outdoor Activities in Norway and Poland.

Due to her scientific interests, the participant vis-
ited the Institute of Psychology at the University of 
Tromsø, a research laboratory, and discussed the 
concept of future research  The way in which the 
Institute was equipped impressed her greatly  On 
this occasion she also found out about some Nor-
wegian Institute workers’ interesting hobbies (e g : 

owInG To THe VISIT oF DR. MaRIa alekSanDRoVIcH 
FRoM THe PoMeRanIan UnIVeRSITY In SŁUPSk To 
THe UnIVeRSITY oF TRoMSø, caMPUS alTa, THe 
PolISH HeI wIll be able To oFFeR ITS TeacHeRS 
anD STUDenTS new FoRMS oF FlexIble STUDYInG 
aT THe Two UnIVeRSITIeS. 

The preparatory visit opened new perspectives  
of multilateral cooperation in the field of psychology.

Since 2008, Dr MARIA ALEk-
SANDrOVIch has been the head 
of the Institute of Psychology 
at the Pomeranian University in 
Słupsk. Her research interests 
include the psychology of human 
development, the psychology 
of talent and the psychology of 
achievement. As a manager ap-
praising her workers she knows 
the occupational needs of staff 
employed in the unit, participates 
in work on the modification of 
education programmes adjusted 
to foreign students’ needs, does 
research and fulfils herself teach-
ing Sherborne Developmental 
Movement.
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Maria Aleksandrovich, Pomeranian University in Słupsk
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0123

Time of the visit:
24-30 August 2014

Funding:
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Host institution:
University of Tromsø
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Founded in 1968, the university of tromsø is the northernmost HEI in the world! This unusual location makes 
the HEI an obvious place for the development of research into the region’s natural environment, culture and 
society. About 12,000 students follow its courses and 2,700 lecturers and staff supervise their education. The 
University operates the Centre for Sami Studies, Arctic Studies, Women’s and Gender Research. The Univer-
sity does research into development and environment, offers peace studies, health examination of the Sami 
population, is engaged in study on alternative medicine, runs city studies and postgraduate programmes. 
the Faculty of Pedagogy, Norwegian historical Data centre, University Museum and a library are also parts 
of the University.

extreme sports or participation in sled dog racing) 
“I established personal contact with some work-
ers of the Institute of Psychology and discovered a 
number of common research and didactic interests  
I know from my experience that personal contact 
is the best foundation on which to build future re-
search teams and develop interests and scientific 
opportunities,” Dr  Aleksandrovich emphasises 

Owing to the visit, both Universities were able to 
develop new forms of their international coopera-
tion, thanks to which the Pomeranian University will 
be able to offer its teachers and students new forms 
of flexible studying at the two universities and sig-
nificant staff qualification improvement  The visit 

contributed to signing a cooperation agreement 
for 2015–2020 involving the development of inter-
institutional specialisations and fields of study, mo-
bility, implementation of joint research projects and 
good practices exchange  There is also an unusual 
added value of the meeting: the preparatory visit 
inspired Dr  Aleksandrovich to study Norwegian!

“Foreign mobility was nothing new to me,” the partici-
pant says  “Thanks to my scholarships and grants I have 
travelled all over the world, broadened scientific knowl-
edge, met outstanding scientists and made new friends 
for life  However, I had not supposed that my visit to 
Norway, to one of the northernmost cities, would make 
such an overwhelming impression on me ” 

This visit lasting several days was a chance for a brief 
meeting with interesting people and with the culture of 
a different country. Within a short period of time you acquire 
accumulated amounts of information.
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“By exchanging emails and analysing publications, 
it is not always possible to understand the other 
partner, their interests and intentions,” says Dr  Ma-
ria Aleksandrovich  “The scientific seminar allowed 
us to establish valuable personal contact with UIT 
researchers  It is true that bilateral agreements of-
fer a lot of possibilities, but they are impersonal  The 
preparatory visit allowed me to meet my Norwegian 
colleagues and to make an official presentation of 
the academic cooperation plans of the Pomeranian 
University  Now our partners know that we exist not 
only on the paper and the authorities of both univer-
sities provide enthusiastic support to our activities ”

As Dr  Aleksandrovich says, the preparation of the 
application itself was quite a challenge  Firstly, she 
wanted to see whether or not she would be able 
to prepare that application and whether or not it 
would be accepted  She was keen to obtain addi-
tional funding to involve more researchers from 
both Universities in international cooperation  
However, she was also driven by academic curios-
ity: she desired to have a clearer picture of her Nor-
wegian colleagues’ research interests, increased ac-

now we 
exIST noT 
onlY on 
PaPeR

owInG To DR. MaRIa 
alekSanDRoVIcH’S 
PRePaRaToRY VISIT, THe 
PoMeRanIan UnIVeRSITY 
In SŁUPSk eSTablISHeD 
PeRManenT cooPeRaTIon 
wITH UIT – THe aRcTIc 
UnIVeRSITY oF noRwaY. 
ITS PRoSPecTS SeeM VeRY 
PRoMISInG InDeeD!

It’s been continued!

ademic cooperation, exchange of good practices, 
guest lecturing and job shadowing 

a wIn-wIn 
The main objective of the project was the develop-
ment of conditions for the implementation of an 
international research project, on which the partic-
ipant is working together with Dr  Piotr Próchniak  
The continuation of contact between the two Uni-
versities indicates that there are real chances for 
this now, having seen the willingness to develop 
and broaden their cooperation 

It is a win-win: students of the Pomeranian Universi-
ty carry out mobilities to Norway (3-6 months long) 
and participate in intensive language courses  The 
results of joint research are becoming part of the 
study programme  The implementation of the pro-
ject is also beneficial for the scientific development 
of staff at both universities, which will, in turn, con-
tribute to their professional promotion  Norwegian 
researchers’ interest in mobilities to Poland and in 
the joint preparation of a grant under Mobility Pro-
ject has clearly grown  Having obtained the grant, 

Now our partners know that we exist not only 
on paper and the authorities of both universities 
provide enthusiastic support to our activities.

PeDaGoGIcal 
ScIenceS, 
PSYcHoloGY
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the Norwegian partner suggested the organisation 
of a joint scientific seminar in March 2016 

joInT enTeRPRISeS
Cooperation with the Norwegian university was very 
well received at the Pomeranian University  Research-
ers congratulated Dr  Aleksandrovich on her success 
and offered their help with the development of the 
Mobility Project  It follows from her observations 
that nowadays her colleagues are more interested 
in preparing joint publications, academic events and 
enriching study programmes by introducing new 
and interesting aspects linked to Norway 

It is to be expected that the long-term outcome 
of the project will consist in the development and 
improvement of qualification of academic staff 
at both universities, exchange of good practices 
and extending the education offer by new pro-
grammes and specialities adapted for the needs of 
the market  

“We are planning to develop our mutual scientific 
interests as part of our new research projects, joint 
publications and guest lecturing,” says Dr  Aleksan-
drovich  “We cannot exclude our participation in 
new programmes organised by FRSE ”

Mobility Projects in Higher Education
FSS/2015/MOB/W/0034

Duration of the project:
1 August 2015 - 30 September 2016

Amount of STF grant:
EUR 19,642 57/ PLN 83,166 66

Project coordinator:
Pomeranian University in Słupsk

Partner institution:
UIT The Arctic University of Norway, 
Campus Alta

It is to be expected that the long-term outcome of the 
project will consist in the development and improvement 
of qualification of academic staff at both universities.
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How a SMall 
ISlanD ScHool 
TeacHeS

Marzena Głazunow is a certified teacher of English 
and Arts working at No  2 Karpatczycy Lower Sec-
ondary School in Nysa  Her school, where about 
400 students learn, operates in the centre of three 
large housing estates  The school continually coop-
erates with the local community and undertakes 
activities for their benefit 

The Fedje school, visited by the teacher as part of 
her preparatory visit, functions in a completely dif-
ferent environment: it is situated on a small island, 
and is attended by barely 90 students, including 
both 6-year-olds and 16-year-olds  

The purpose of the visit was to discuss coopera-
tion between the establishments in Nysa and Fedje 
as part of future projects concerning education  

Moreover, it was to enable the partners to meet 
and learn joint activity by creating a partnership 

Marzena Głazunow participated in classes and ob-
served Norwegian school life  She was surprised 
at the level of equipment in this small school situ-
ated on a small island: laptops for each student, 
photocopiers and printers, projectors and interac-
tive whiteboards in each classroom, free access to 
all teaching/learning materials, free handbooks, 
exercise books and other school equipment  But 
there were more reasons to be surprised as in the 
Norwegian school the issues of discipline and the 
teacher-student relationship were completely dif-
ferent than in Poland  

“Students’ free circulation during classes, leaving 
the classroom, a wide range of permissible con-

Two VeRY DIFFeRenT ScHoolS eSTablISHeD 
cooPeRaTIon THankS To THe VISIT oF MaRzena 
GŁazUnow oF no. 2 loweR SeconDaRY 
ScHool In nYSa To an eSTablISHMenT In THe 
noRweGIan Town oF FeDje. THIS cooPeRaTIon 
wIll GIVe RISe To FUTURe joInT PRojecTS. 

During the visit I managed to observe our hosts’ everyday life, 
see their customs and experience their cooking.

MArzENA 
GłAzUnoW is a certi-
fied teacher of English 
and Arts with 17 years of 
experience. She works 
at no. 2 Lower Second-
ary School in nysa. As a 
teacher she is interested 
in broadening students’ 
horizons and develop-
ing student motivation 
to learn English through 
international contacts 
and cooperation.
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Marzena Głazunow, No. 2 Karpatczycy Lower Seconda-
ry School in Nysa
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0054

Time of the visit:
20-24 May 2014

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
Fedje Primary and Secondary 
School 
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the fedje school is a public establishment situated 
on a small island in the West of norway. It is attended 
by pupils and students from 6 to 16 years of age. The 
establishment boasts good housing and teaching 
infrastructure. The school is attended by 90 students 
taught by about 20 teachers. All students live on the 
island.

duct, being on first name terms with the teachers, 
walking round the school in socks,” she mentions  
However, she noticed that the approach to lan-
guage learning was very traditional in Fedje  Simul-
taneously, she realised that Norwegian teachers too 
complained of being overloaded with work, espe-
cially administrative work (writing reports, complet-
ing various documents, etc ) 

Thanks to this visit, the two schools established 
contact and signed a declaration of cooperation 
as part of future projects concerning education  

Being introduced to new organisational and tech-
nical solutions, exchange of experiences and ide-
as, and a chance to test skills in contact with for-
eign partners are among the long-lasting results 
of the visit 

However, being able to observe English classes and 
exchange experiences with the Fedje English teach-
er was an added value and unplanned benefit of the 
visit  “This meeting was very important to me as a 
teacher of English, as it gave me inspiration and ide-
as for my classes,” Marzena Głazunow emphasises  

Fedje island impressed me with the closeness of nature, deer 
and roe deer coming close to the houses, a landscape full of 
smaller and bigger islands and water everywhere.
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SUSTaInable 
DeVeloPMenT 
eTHIcS

The Maria Grzegorzewska Academy of Special Edu-
cation (APS) aspires to the role of being the main 
domestic and European centre for exchange of 
thoughts and ideas concerning modern education, 
special education and social sciences  None of that 
can be achieved without intensive international 
networking and cooperation in the field of science 
and publishing  The visit of Dr  Cheikh Mbacke Gu-
eye, lecturer at the International Academy of Phi-
losophy in Liechtenstein, served that very purpose   

“The most important benefit from the visit was be-
coming acquainted with APS, establishing contact 
with its researchers and meeting students,” says Dr  
Cheikh Mbacke Gueye 

The participant was familiarised with the concept 
of the Studies in Global Ethics and Global Education 
journal discussing global problems and contem-
porary risks  The programme policy of the journal 
is determined by the two notions appearing in the 
title: global ethics and global education  

“That allowed me to get involved in publishing 
from the very beginning,” emphasises the lecturer  
“It would not have been possible without my visit 
to APS“ 

So the first issue of “Studies in Global Ethics and 
Global Education” features an article by Cheikh 
Mbacke Gueye entitled ‘Prejudices: An Investiga-

THe MaRIa GRzeGoRzewSka acaDeMY oF 
SPecIal eDUcaTIon anD InTeRnaTIonal 
acaDeMY oF PHIloSoPHY FRoM lIecHTenSTeIn 
eSTablISHeD PeRManenT cooPeRaTIon, 
THankS aMonG oTHeR THInGS To DR. cHeIkH 
Mbacke GUeYe‘S VISIT To THe waRSaw HeI. 
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I already know the Polish academic environment quite 
well, which I am sure will facilitate our cooperation.

PeDaGoGIcal 
ScIenceS, 
PSYcHoloGY

Cheikh Mbacke Gueye, International 
Academy of Philosophy in Liechtenstein
FSS/2013/R2/PV/EN/W/0002

Time of the visit:
6-11 April 2014

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
The Maria Grzegorzewska Academy  
of Special Education in Warsaw

Dr CHEIkH MBACkE GUEYE 
is an assistant professor at the 
International Academy of Phi-
losophy in Liechtenstein, which 
is the first HEI in the principality, 
established in 1986. He teaches 
and conducts research there. His 
research interests include: social 
and political philosophy, ancient 
philosophy, ethics and philo-
sophical anthropology. He is 
the author of two monographs, 
three books and a number of 
articles in journals as well as 
chapters in books. 
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The five-day visit was over very soon,  
but its results are visible.

tion Into Barriers of Humanity’, where he claims 
that in these times of globalisation it is our duty to 
fight prejudice and divisions into “us” and “others” 
in order to build sustainable and peacefully coex-
isting communities  

Cheikh Mbacke Gueye’s visit helped agree the rules of 
student and staff exchange between the Academy of 
Special Education and the International Academy of 
Philosophy in Liechtenstein 

the Maria Grzegorzewska academy of special edu-
cation in warsaw is the oldest pedagogical hEI in Po-
land, founded in 1922. Currently it offers two faculties 
and six fields of study and has over 7,000 full-time and 
part-time students. It also provides a number of pro-
grammes leading to qualifications, and postgraduate 
programmes. As part of the Erasmus+ Programme 
the HEI maintains contact with 20 foreign HEIs. The 
mission statement of the hEI is that of its patron 
(There is no handicap – there is a person). It consists 
in preparing special education teachers and teachers 
working for people with various disabilities in the spir-
it of respecting their human and civil rights.

Photo by Weronika Skaczkowska
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SUPPoRT  
FoR a PolISH 
ScHool  
In STaVanGeR

The visit to the Polish Catholic Saturday School in 
Stavanger enabled Prof  Kudyba to collect infor-
mation about didactic and non-didactic problems 
relating to teaching Polish abroad  The visit also fa-
cilitated the detailed recognition of the Stavanger 
school’s needs and reflection upon opportunities 
for supporting its development 

“I saw all documentation of the school, participated 
in classes, spoke to the headmaster and teachers,” 
the participant comments  “I was really impressed 
with the work of the headmaster, Antoni Czajkowski  

I was also surprised at the high level of cooperation 
between the school and the local government ” 

The purpose of the visit consisted in a discussion 
about the status and work of Polish schools abroad, 
their success and difficulties and support offered 
to the development of the Stavanger school’s ed-
ucational offer by the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński 
University  The actions will be multilateral: among 
other things, students-volunteers from the Cardi-
nal Stefan Wyszyński University will go to Norway, 
the University will provide the school with teach-

PRoFeSSoR wojcIecH kUDYba oF THe 
caRDInal STeFan wYSzYńSkI UnIVeRSITY 
SPeakS wITH aDMIRaTIon oF THe woRk 
oF THe PolISH caTHolIc SaTURDaY ScHool 
In STaVanGeR. THe waRSaw HeI wIll 
SUPPoRT THe DeVeloPMenT oF THe ScHool’S 
eDUcaTIonal oFFeR anD wIll oFFeR 
TeacHeR TRaInInG. 

If not for the preparatory visit, 
I would know nothing of such a good Polish school 

outside the country’s borders.

Dr hAb. WoJCIECH kUDYBA is 
a professor at the cardinal Stefan 
Wyszyński University. His work 
focuses on contemporary Polish 
literature. His research interests 
include the works of Cyprian 
kamil norwid, contemporary po-
etry and the problem of spirituali-
ty versus literature. He cooperates 
with the religious Language com-
mission at the Polish Academy 
of Sciences, is a member of the 
Scientific Society at the Catholic 
University of Lublin and of the 
kAAD-Partner Committee.
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Wojciech Kudyba, Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University 
in Warsaw
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0117

Time of the visit:
5-8 June 2014 

Funding:
EUR 1000

Host institution:
Polish Catholic Saturday 
School in Stavanger

PeDaGoGIcal 
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the polish catholic saturday school in stavanger is a pri-
vate school cooperating with the local government.

ment of education quality in the Stavanger school 
thanks to the application of teaching aids and me-
thodical assistance provided by the Cardinal Stefan 
Wyszyński University  

“The institutional benefits are obvious: the Department 
of Glottodidactics at the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński Uni-
versity and the Polish school in Stavanger have a better 
understanding of their weak and strong points and of 
possible cooperation,” says Prof  Kudyba  “From the pro-
fessional point of view, I became acquainted with the 
specificity of work of the Stavanger school  I also updat-
ed my private database of Polish schools abroad ”

In the future, the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński Univer-
sity may create a virtual database of Polish schools 
abroad 

Owing to training, education quality of the Stavanger school  
will improve and Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University  
student volunteers will gain unique experience.
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ing aids for the purpose of teaching the Polish lan-
guage  There were also talks aimed at inviting stu-
dents and teachers from the school to cooperate 
with the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University and 
to participate in activities for foreigners conducted 
in the Institute of Polish Studies  

The visit resulted in a training plan that is to be of-
fered to the Stavanger school by workers of the 
Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University  However, the 
Polish HEI will also derive tangible benefits  One of 
them is a report on the improvement of the educa-
tion quality of programmes in glottodidactics pre-
pared by the Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński University 
and developed thanks to the inclusion of problems 
faced by Polish language schools abroad  The Nor-
wegian partner created a report on the improve-
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wISe SUPPoRT  
FoR FoReIGn  
STUDenTS

The Medical University of Warsaw (WUM) is the 
largest medical university in Poland  9,000 stu-
dents, including almost 600 foreigners, follow pro-
grammes covering 11 fields of study  Norwegian 
students constitute a considerable group  

Dr  Magdalena Łazarewicz‘s preparatory visit aimed 
to find out which practices serving cultural adapta-
tion and psychological and social support offered 
to foreign students are applied at the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology  WUM has 
cooperated with that partner since 2006; however, 
so far the cooperation has concentrated on other 
issues  Thanks to Dr  Łazarewicz‘s mobility, a draft 
project under Development of Polish HEIs was pre-
pared together with representatives of NTNU  

Wishing to address problems faced by foreign stu-
dents, the Medical University of Warsaw set an im-
portant objective – to develop a comprehensive 
programme of cultural adaptation as well as psycho-
logical and social support, and – as a result of this – to 
improve the quality of life and foreign students’ func-
tioning at university and in the local community  

“Direct talks with specialists in a particular field are 
practically irreplaceable  My meetings with 14 per-
sons, as that is the number I managed to meet dur-
ing the visit, resulted in new information and ideas,” 
says Dr  Łazarewicz 

Experience exchange and the Norwegian partner’s 
expert knowledge will help develop and imple-
ment a comprehensive programme of psychologi-

excHanGe oF exPeRIenceS lInkeD To FoReIGn STUDenT 
aDaPTaTIon waS THe cenTRal THeMe oF THe VISIT oF 
MaGDalena ŁazaRewIcz FRoM THe MeDIcal UnIVeRSITY 
oF waRSaw To THe noRweGIan UnIVeRSITY oF ScIence 
anD TecHnoloGY In TRonDHeIM.

Trondheim and its academic environment  
is a wonderful place not only for working  

but also for living.
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Magdalena Łazarewicz, Medical Univer-
sity in Warsaw
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0033

Time of the visit:
30 March – 5 April 2014

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
Lillehammer University The Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology

PeDaGoGIcal 
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cal and social support offered to foreign students  
The programme will be constantly developed by 
WUM, also after the completion of the project  Un-
doubtedly, the implementation of the project will 
improve the study conditions at the HEI and its at-
tractiveness to the best candidates from abroad 

“I met many interesting and enthusiastic people 
and I had an opportunity to work with them,” says 
the participant  “The visit inspired me to work hard 
on my application in the call for proposals under 
Development of Polish HEIs and to submit another 
application concerning a preparatory visit ”

Finding  
a completely 

different 
perspective from 

which to look  
at issues  

is extremely 
inspiring.

Dr MAGDALEnA łAzAREWICz is a 
psychologist working in the Department of 
Medical Psychology at the Medical University 
of Warsaw since 2006. She coordinates the 
work of the Psychological Counselling Centre 
for English Division Students. She also works 
in the Prof. W. orłowski Hospital. She is the 
author of publications discussing interpersonal 
communication between healthcare workers 
and terminally ill patients, stress experienced 
by family members acting as carers to Alzhei-
mer’s disease sufferers, and the life quality of 
cardiac patients. Her research interests include 
issues of geriatric psychiatry. Since 2006, she 
has cooperated with the Norwegian University 
of Science and technology in trondheim within 
the research centre for health Promotion and 
Resources HiST/nTnU. She wrote her PhD 
thesis under the supervision of Professor geir 
Arils Espnes of nTnU.

the mission of the norwegian university of science 
and technology in trondheim, founded in 1996, is 
Knowledge for a better world. the hEI specialises in 
technology and natural science and it also offers pro-
grammes in humanities, social and economic sciences 
and fine arts. It has seven faculties (Architecture and 
Fine Arts, Engineering Science and technology, Infor-
mation technology, Mathematics and Electrical Engi-
neering, Medicine, Natural Sciences and technology, 
Sociology and Marketing, and Arts) with about 23,000 
students educated by an academic staff of 2,500. The 
HEI’s students and researchers may benefit from al-
most 300 bilateral research agreements and exchange 
programmes with institutions from all over the world.
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Cultural Adaptation, Integration and Psychological 
Counselling Provided to Foreign Students is a project 
that started from Magdalena Łazarewicz‘s visit to 
the Norwegian University of Science and Technol-
ogy (NTNU)  

beTTeR InTeGRaTIon = beTTeR ReSUlTS
Although every year Poland has more and more for-
eign students, there is still no psychological coun-
selling to foreigners studying in our country and 
the lack of cultural competencies of Polish students 
and HEI workers is still evident  This significantly in-
fluences foreign students’ academic achievements  
Therefore, the most important objective of the 
project is to develop a comprehensive programme 
facilitating foreign students’ quick integration with 
the local and academic community and supporting 
them in facing challenges resulting from studying in 
a foreign country  The launch of this comprehensive 
programme of cultural adaptation and psychologi-
cal and social support will improve students’ welfare, 
their quality of life and functioning both in the HEI 
and in the local community 

As part of the project, needs and best practices linked 
to psychological and social support were thoroughly 
analysed, which forms the basis for methods of pre-
venting psychological problems (e-learning pro-

FoReIGn 
STUDenTS’ 
cUlTURal 
aDaPTaTIon

THe GRowInG 
InTeRnaTIonalISaTIon oF HeIs, 
THe DIVeRSIFIcaTIon oF STUDenT 
PoPUlaTIon anD a STUDenT-
cenTReD MoDel oF eDUcaTIon 
PoSe new cHallenGeS To PolISH 
HeIs. To MeeT THeM, THe MeDIcal 
UnIVeRSITY oF waRSaw wIll USe 
exPeRT knowleDGe PoSSeSSeD 
bY THe STaFF oF THe noRweGIan 
UnIVeRSITY oF ScIence anD 
TecHnoloGY In TRonDHeIM.

It’s been continued!

gramme and professional adaptation days raising the 
level of control and the feeling of security)  Moreo-
ver, methods of student integration promotion (by 
creating appropriate infrastructure) and methods of 
supporting students in need of specialist assistance 
(development of counselling centres for foreign stu-
dent, easily accessible professional self-help materi-
als) were looked at 

MakInG GooD USe oF THe beST  
exPeRIenceS
The project Cultural Adaptation, Integration, and 
Psychological and Social Support Offered to For-
eign Students will help analyse the needs and 
good practices linked to psychological and so-
cial support in the world’s top HEIs and develop 
a comprehensive support programme: from the 
moment of acceptance by the HEI, through assis-
tance in finding one’s feet in the new conditions, 
to professional support in crisis situations faced 
in the foreign country  The project will also help 
raise WUM Medical University of Warsaw (WUM) 
staff’s competencies relating to understanding 
cultural differences and providing support to for-
eign students  It will also contribute to building a 
better integrated inter-cultural and international 
academic community at the Medical University of 
Warsaw 

PeDaGoGIcal 
ScIenceS, 
PSYcHoloGY
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exPeRTS anD... STUDenTS
The project provides for cooperation based on an ex-
pert model  The Medical University of Warsaw is an 
institution responsible for the implementing and fi-
nalising project accounts  It manages the project on 
an ongoing basis and makes arrangements with Nor-
wegian experts  The main project tasks are: provision 
of expert knowledge on foreign student support and 
integration (participation in discussions, presenta-
tions at meetings), giving opinion on previously pre-
pared reports, consulting planned interventions and 
e-learning scenarios, evaluation of project outcomes  
Experts are kept abreast of work progress and contin-
ue to exchange emails with the project coordinator  
All materials created during the project will be made 
available to the experts for constant use 
Not only HEI workers, but also numerous foreign 
students of the Medical University of Warsaw are in-
volved in the project  They made their presence felt 

at the kick-off meeting and they are following work 
progress  It was the students themselves that made 
decisions on the visual style  of the project  They will-
ingly participate in additional surveys concerning 
the most important issues in their opinion, topics to 
be tackled in self-help e-learning programmes which 
will be available on the webpage of the Psychological 
Counselling Centre for Foreign Students of the Medi-
cal University of Warsaw  The following issues were 
indicated as the most important: coping with anxiety 
and stress, time management and depression 

In the future, the project Cultural Adaptation, Inte-
gration, and Psychological and Social Support Offered 
to Foreign Students will undoubtedly contribute to 
foreign students’ growing interest in studying at 
WUM and it will serve the purpose of building the 
HEI’s reputation in the international environment 

Cultural Adaptation, Integration, and 
Psychological and Social Support Offe-
red to Foreign Students
FSS/2014/HEI/W/0111

Duration of the project:
01 January 2015 - 31 May 2016

Amount of STF grant:
EUR 224,612 60 / PLN 938,409 00

Project coordinator:
Medical University of Warsaw

Partner institution:
Norwegian University of Science  
and Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim

It was the students themselves that made decisions 
on the visual style of the project. They willingly 
participate in additional surveys. 
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DIRecT  
conTacT 
cannoT be 
oVeReSTIMaTeD

She says that during her five-day visit to Poland she 
met a lot of interesting people: professors, artists 
and students of the University of Fine Arts  She saw 
their works and learnt about their artistic plans, pri-
orities and ideals  

“The majority of information about the University 
of Fine Arts in Poznań was available online but it 
was in Polish,” she says  “Direct contact is, therefore, 
extremely important and its value cannot be over-
estimated ”

Eva Løveid Mølster works in a “young” Norwegian 
HEI which is looking for more experienced partners 

for joint projects  Hence the mutual visits – first that 
of a representative of the University of Fine Arts to 
Olso, then Eva Løveid Mølster’s to Poznań  The par-
ticipant visited some faculties at the University of 
Fine Arts, met their workers and students and par-
ticipated in talks at the International Office of the 
Poznań HEI, which proved very useful in the con-
text of future intensive student and staff exchange 
between the Polish and Norwegian partners  She 
observed the teaching process and organisation of 
classes at the University of Fine Arts and was able 
to get a picture of how the relation between formal 
plans of study and their real-life outcomes func-
tions in practice  

eVa løVeID MølSTeR oF THe weSTeRDalS 
UnIVeRSITY colleGe In oSlo waS a FIRST-TIMe 
VISIToR To PolanD. THankS To cooPeRaTIon 
eSTablISHeD beTween HeR HeI anD THe 
UnIVeRSITY oF FIne aRTS In Poznań SHe now HaS 
a cHance To VISIT oUR coUnTRY MoRe oFTen.

I saw the works of students and staff of the University 
of Fine Arts and a performance in Polish.

EVA LøVEID MøLStEr is a 
philosopher and programme 
coordinator in the Oslo National 
Academy of Arts. At the time 
of her visit, she was employed 
at the NISS University college, 
Department of Visual Art. In 2014 
the NISS University college was 
transformed into the Westerdals 
University College. 
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Eva Løveid Mølster, Westerdals
University College in Oslo
FSS/2013/PV/EN/W/0019

Time of the visit:
20-24 May 2013

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
University of Fine Arts in Poznań

aRTS



the university of fine arts in poznań, a HEI with a 90-year 
tradition, is the largest artistic HEI in Poland. Currently, it 
has over 1,400 students following various programmes. The 
hEI cooperates with a number of artistic schools all over the 
world and also provides programmes in English. The Univer-
sity of Fine Arts has eight faculties: Graphic Arts and Visual 
communications, Animation, Painting, Sculpture and Space 
Activities, Architecture and Design, Interior Design and Stage 
Design, Artistic Education, and Multimedia communication 
offering a total of thirteen fields of study and eighteen spe-
cialisations.

“I was surprised that all those everyday problems that 
we have to face are identical in both HEIs,” she admits  

Having returned from Poznań she recorded her con-
clusions from the visit and also presented them to 
her home HEI at some informational meetings  Her 
experiences related to the University of Fine Arts al-

lowed her to initiate a discussion on the develop-
ment of international cooperation involving the 
Norwegian HEI 

“The visit inspired me to encourage my colleagues 
and students to take up new challenges in the field of 
international cooperation,” says Eva Løveid Mølster  

I had never been to Poland before, so the 
preparatory visit was an immensely interesting 
experience to me.
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MUSIc IS  
a UnIVeRSal 
lanGUaGe

Dr  Ewa Murawska, who is in charge of the flute 
class at the Faculty of Instrumental Music, Univer-
sity School of Music in Poznań has cooperated with 
the Nordic countries since 2003  At the beginning, 
thanks to her own effort and then thanks to the STF 
programme among other things, she managed to 
implement a number of projects concerning coop-
eration between Poland, Iceland and Norway  

“I always look for an opportunity to travel to Iceland 
or Norway as I feel extremely attached to those 
communities and cultures owing to this long-term 
and fruitful cooperation,” she says 

During the five days of her visit the participant 
met Norwegian artists, researchers and the driv-
ing forces behind culture and artistic education  
This allowed her to advance her knowledge of the 
culture, society and language of Norway, which is a 
beautiful combination of her artistic experiments 
and interests 

The establishment of permanent cooperation be-
tween the University School of Music in Poznań 
and the University of Agder was one of the pur-
poses of the visit  The Polish and Norwegian HEIs 
developed an action strategy for the next few 

FIVe bUSY DaYS FIlleD wITH MeeTInGS MakInG UP 
THe PRePaRaToRY VISIT oF DR. ewa MURawSka 
oF THe UnIVeRSITY ScHool oF MUSIc In Poznań 
aT THe UnIVeRSITY oF aGDeR weRe enoUGH To 
eSTablISH new conTacT anD MaInTaIn THe 
HeI’S PReVIoUS cooPeRaTIon. a new woRk waS 
coMPoSeD on THIS occaSIon: “Folk-DUo FoR 
Two FlUTeS.”

I was surprised that in Norway and Iceland the development 
of cultural education is so dynamic, and the imposing 

infrastructure of cultural objects is but one example.
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Ewa Murawska,  Faculty of Instrumental Music, Univer-
sity School of Music in Poznań
FSS/2013/R2/PV/W/0009

Time of the visit:
2-9 May 2014

Funding:
EUR 1250

Host institution:
University of Agder 

aRTS



years  Joint operation plans in the scope of edu-
cation, science and arts between Polish and Nor-
wegian artists and institutions were successfully 
created 

“It is not difficult to start cooperation between 
institutions or particular units; it is much more 
difficult to continue it successfully over a longer 
period of time;” says Dr  Ewa Murawska  “Above 
all, this requires trust on both sides  And then: 
commitment, respect for the partner and inces-
santly developed creativity ”

Meetings not only with performers of classical music 
and jazz, but also with those who create it: composers, 
authors and arrangers, were undoubtedly an important 
part of the programme  Plans were developed to initi-
ate permanent creator-performer cooperation which, 
ultimately, is to help with creating new music literature 

The creation of a new composition entitled “Folk-
duo for two flutes” dedicated to Dr  Ewa Murawska 
and the Norwegian employee responsible for her 
stay was an unplanned result of Dr  Ewa Murawska’s 
visit to the University of Agder 

Dr hAb. EWA MURAWSkA 
is an academic at the 
Ignacy Paderewski Uni-
versity School of Music in 
Poznań. She obtained her 
PhD in 2006 and in 2011 she 
was awarded the degree 
of doktor habilitowany. her 
PhD thesis was devoted in 
full to the role of the flute 
in the works of norwegian 
composers. She is in charge 
of one of three flute classes 
at the hEIs Faculty of Instru-
mental Music, Department 
of Wind Instruments and 
Accordion. 

the university of agder was founded in 1994 as a result of a merger 
of six HEIs, however, its academic tradition goes back to 1839. It is one 
of the most important universities in norway. The HEI has campuses 
in kristiansand (where the participant was staying) and Grimstad. It 
has five faculties and offers over 175 study programmes, including 20 
master’s degree programmes and 7 doctoral programmes. The HEI 
is composed of the following faculties: Economics and Social Sci-
ences, Fine Arts, health and Sport Sciences, humanities and Educa-
tion, and Engineering and Science. As part of programmes provided 
in the Department of classical Music, Visiting Professors are regu-
larly invited, students carry out international mobilities, take part in 
numerous international projects and serve their placements in the 
kristiansand or Stavanger Philharmonic Hall.
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My visits to Norway, 
apart from bringing 
invaluable benefits  

in the area of science, 
education and art, are 
always a long-awaited 

moment of leaving 
everything behind.
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eDVaRD MUncH 
“To ReTURn”  
To wRocŁaw

The year marked by the 150th anniversary of the 
painter’s birth was the most important event in the 
history of the Munch Museum  Never before had 
so many fringe events accompanying an exhibition 
been organised  Obviously, the main purpose of 
the preparatory visit boiled down to the participa-
tion in the celebrations of this anniversary, holding 
talks, interviews, visiting the Edvard Munch (1863–
1944) exhibition presented by the Nasjonalmuseet 
and Munchmuseet and the observation of the au-
dience’s reactions to activities proposed by the mu-
seum and the City of Oslo  

“The intricacy of motifs, contents and forms of 
Munch’s works as well as the multiple vicissitudes 
plaguing his life are the reason why, despite an 
enormous number of publications already existing, 
some aspects relating to his works are still terra in-
cognita,” claims Dr  Ptak-Gusin 

A vital part of the visit involved gathering material 
linked to the Norwegian celebration of the 150th 
anniversary of Munch’s birth to be presented in 
Poland and collecting updates on current research 
and publications held in the Museum Library  Giv-

In 2013, wHen DR. anna PTak-GUSIn oF 
THe UnIVeRSITY colleGe oF HanDIcRaFT 
In wRocŁaw wenT on HeR PRePaRaToRY 
VISIT To THe MUncH MUSeUM In oSlo, 
noRwaY celebRaTeD THe 150TH 
annIVeRSaRY oF THe PaInTeR’S bIRTH. In 
2016, MUncH wIll SYMbolIcallY ReTURn 
To wRocŁaw on accoUnT oF THe cITY’S 
beInG THe eURoPean caPITal oF cUlTURe. 

Munch Museum employees were keen to share their knowledge 
and experience relating to the activity of the institution.

Dr AnnA PTAk-GUSIn, art 
historian, is a lecturer at the 
University college of handicraft 
in Wrocław and the University 
College of Banking in Wrocław. 
Since 2010, she has cooperated 
with the Munch Museum and 
researched into the life and works 
of the author of The Scream. She 
has prepared several publications 
and delivered a number of open 
lectures on this subject. Lately, 
she has prepared several research, 
educational and art projects, all of 
them entitled “Munch in Wrocław 
1893–2016.” Munch’s reintro-
duction into the cultural life of 
Wrocław, when the city will be the 
2016 European Capital of Culture, 
is the most important objective of 
the project.
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Anna Ptak-Gusin, University College of Handicraft and 
Management in Wrocław
FSS/2013/PV/W/0035

Time of the visit:
19-25 May 2013

Funding:
EUR 1750

Host institution:
Munch Museum in Oslo



the Munchmuseet (Munch Museum) is the institution 
possessing the largest collection of Edvard Munch’s 
works. The Museum was founded in 1963 by the City 
of oslo following the artist’s last will, in which he be-
queathed all his works from his last house in Ekely. 
the museum houses paper and painting conservation 
studios. It cooperates in the field of research and exhi-
bition with a number of institutions all over the world 
whose collections include Munch’s works. 

en such an immense number of exhibits totalling a 
dozen-or-so thousands of works of art, the opportu-
nity to see some of the most important exhibitions 
in the history of the Museum facilitates the organi-
sation of knowledge of the whole collection 

Initial talks about the Munchmuseet curator coming 
to Wrocław in order to present selected issues relat-
ing to the works by Edvard Munch were held during 
the visit  The prospect of a museum worker coming 
to the place where an exhibition of the Norwegian 
master’s works was held over 100 years ago, got 
transformed into a project involving the organisation 
of a retrospective presentation of his masterpieces 

“From the professional perspective, improving 
my knowledge and experience relating to re-

search into some selected aspects of Munch’s 
works and life is the most important benefit de-
rived from this visit,” says the participant  “The 
visit also served the purpose of establishing new 
and maintaining existing contact with museum 
workers, which will be helpful in the implementa-
tion of my plans in the area of science and educa-
tion,” she adds 

Polish students are familiar with just one most fa-
mous work by Munch – The Scream. And yet the 
Norwegian master created thousands of outstand-
ing works  Therefore, there is no doubt that the 
promotion of Norway’s cultural heritage, and in par-
ticular Munch’s works, is an important and needed 
undertaking  

The most important 
thing for an art 
historian is to see 
original art objects.
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outside the beaten track  
of education

Added value  
of Preparatory Visits
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“During a preparatory visit lasting some days 
you can meet a lot of people, establish new con-
tacts, gather lots of materials, see some exhibi-
tions and return to the favourite places of the 
city of Oslo,” says Anna Ptak-Gusin (p 56)  “You 
certainly need perfect time management and 
to focus your energy on various activities ” 
“Preparatory Visits offer immense opportuni-
ties, above all to see academic life in the Nor-
wegian HEIs,” emphasises Małgorzata Szews 
(p 26)  “You can see the standards that function 
in the host HEI, student life and the architecture 
of university buildings that combines tradition 
and modernity in a specific way in Norway ” 

“Of course the visit also had an added value al-
lowing me to become acquainted with the local 
context which will prove useful, I hope, in the 
subsequent work on the project,” says Agata Ba-
chórz (p 10)  “There was, for example, informal 
contact with representatives of the Polish mi-
nority in Reykjavik, sightseeing in the city and 
participation in lectures held in the City Library ”
“My preparatory visit gave me the opportunity 
to experience lots of unforgettable impressions 
relating to the enthralling nature of Norway and 
extremely nice, open and immensely hospitable 
inhabitants of the country,” adds Marzena Gła-
zunow (p 42) 

wHaT DID YoU SUcceeD In?

Five days is not a long time,  
so, you have to use it to the full.

Photo by NTNU SVT/Lena Knutli (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

aboVe all, PRePaRaToRY VISITS aRe InTenDeD To InITIaTe acaDeMIc 
cooPeRaTIon, bUT eacH one oF THeM bRoaDenS one’S HoRIzonS, oPenS 

PeoPle UP To a new cUlTURe, allowS THeM To GeT To know oTHeRS 
anD THeIR cUSToMS, MaRVel aT naTURe, aRcHITecTURe oR eVen cookInG. 

anD SUcH aDDeD ValUeS aRe HIGHlY RaTeD bY oUR PaRTIcIPanTS. 
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PeoPle anD cUSToMS

Success (or failure) of a preparatory visit is decided 
above all by people. What are Norwegians and 
Icelanders like?  

“Norway is a beautiful, rich, but very unassuming 
country,” says Joanna Domagała-Kulawik (p 28)  “Its 
people are kind, open and their personal culture 
commands respect ” 
Maciej Woźny (p 34) says: “During my visit I was 
pleasantly surprised at the great kindness and 
openness of the staff of the University of Nordland 
and other Norwegians ”
“Icelanders’ little openness and expressiveness was 
quite a surprise for me,” admits Dominika Polkows-
ka (p 22)  “I was amazed at the absolute equality of 
everyone, including gender equality ” 
Hanna Trębacz (p 30) emphasises the same aspect: 
“During my visit there was a discussion on the strat-
egy of gender equality in Iceland ” The University of 
Iceland developed a gender equality programme 
relating to access to education and the labour mar-

ket, as well as to the dissemination of the relevant 
good practices, which also encompasses the equal-
isation of chances and projects targeting women 
“The low level at which the style of working and 
relationships between workers of the University of 
Iceland were formalised was a novelty to me,” says 
Agata Bachórz (p 10)  Dominika Polkowska (p 22) 
adds: “There were no problems to go and see the 
Rector of the University of Akureyri  The distances 
between employees, regardless of their position, 
are very small and the organisational structure – 
contrary to what we know from Poland – fairly flat ”
“Trondheim and its academic environment is a 
wonderful place to work and live in,” claims Magda-
lena Łazarewicz (p 48)  “It allows you to keep good 
work-life balance, and be effective and satisfied 
with the tasks you perform ”

Photo by Michał Burmajster
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“You cannot just describe Iceland in a few phrases,” 
says Dominika Polkowska (p 22)  “This is a country of 
contrasts  Akureyri is a city at the end of the world  In 
May the sun does not set there but the temperature 
does not exceed 5 degrees  There is lava everywhere 
instead of grass and trees  The local beautiful and nat-
ural waterfalls are the biggest attraction and bathing 
in natural hot water sources is the cherry on the cake” 
“An opportunity to visit Bergen and its traditional 
fish market, fantastic Old Town and the breathtak-
ing views from the Floyen hill were undoubtedly the 
biggest attraction,” says Marzena Głazunow (p 42)  
“The Fedje island impressed me with the close-
ness of nature, deer and roe deer coming close to 
the houses, a landscape full of smaller and bigger 
islands and water everywhere ”
“A mobility abroad was not new to me,” says Ma-
ria Aleksandrovich (p 38)  “Thanks to my scholar-
ships and grants I have travelled all over the world, 
broadened scientific knowledge, met outstanding 
scientists and made new friends for life  However, 
I had not thought that my visit to Norway, to one 
of the northernmost cities, would make such an 

overwhelming impression on me  Alta, the biggest 
city in the region of Finnmark, is the Sahara of the 
North  That is because the annual rainfall recorded 
there is 400mm; that is less than in the Sahara  The 
climate is dry with sunny summers and long and 
snowy winters  The sun does not set here between 
16 May and 26 July and does not rise between 24 
November and 18 January ” 
“The spring in the year of my preparatory visit was 
exceptionally clement to Bergen inhabitants and 
the whole of Norway,” says Wojciech Nowiak (p 18)  
“It did not rain and it was relatively warm, which was 
a great gift from nature to Norwegians and all visi-
tors from abroad  This allowed us to go on a joint ex-
pedition to a hill called FI ”
No such luck in the visit of Rafał Smoczyński (p 24) who 
says: “Because the rainfall in Bergen is quite heavy, the 
weather is just perfect for working in the university li-
brary, which is magnificently equipped ”
“Iceland has been intriguing me for years,” admits 
Lidia Pokrzycka (p 20)  “It is beautiful and simply ex-
otic to Poles  What’s more, just when I was there, a 
volcano erupted on the island ”

on THe ISlanD, In THe MoUnTaInS, aT THe 
SeaSIDe, aT THe FooT oF THe Volcano

The aurora borealis, a volcanic eruption, waterfalls, the sight of the 
sun at midnight – owing to your preparatory visit these things will be 
etched on your memory forever.

Photo by Tomasz Krakowiak
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“Iceland is a very interesting country,” says Prof  
Aleksander Sładkowski (p 36)  “Unfortunately,  
I did not manage to visit anything else apart from 
Reykjavik – no time  But I cannot rule out that I will 
have such opportunities in the future ”
“The preparatory visit inspired me to study Norwe-
gian,” admits Maria Aleksandrovich (p 38) 
“I always look for an opportunity to travel to Iceland 
or Norway as I feel extremely attached to those com-
munities and cultures owing to this long-term and 
fruitful cooperation,” says Ewa Murawska (p 54)  “Both 
countries stem from the same historical circle, but 
their cultures differ  Whenever I am in Norway or Ice-
land I am surprised at their dynamic development of 
cultural education, whose example is the imposing 

infrastructure of cultural objects (the designer build-
ing of the Oslo Opera House, the Hilden Concert Hall 
in Kristiansand, so well thought-out and blended into 
the seaside landscape, or the architectonic and acous-
tic gem of the North and Europe as well – the Harpy 
building in Reykjavik)  It seems obvious that no such 
buildings would have been constructed if there had 
been no demand for culture  My visits to Norway and 
Iceland, apart from bringing invaluable benefits in 
science, education and art, are always a long-awaited 
moment of leaving everything behind and immers-
ing into nature (which on the one hand is austere, 
on the other – majestic), savouring fresh air and the 
peace of life  I cannot help this fleeting thought that 
one day I will live there for longer ”

HoPInG To Go THeRe aGaIn

A preparatory visit may spark a new lifetime passion 
or provide an inspiration to make plans for the future, 
including for the remote future.

Photo by Ethan Trewhitt (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)
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Od wieków mówi się, że podróże kształcą  Porzekadło to nabrało nowego znaczenia dzięki działaniu Wizyty 
Przygotowawcze w ramach Funduszu Stypendialnego i Szkoleniowego  Kilkudniowy wyjazd, wypełniony 
spotkaniami, prezentacjami i dyskusjami, bardzo często staje się impulsem do nawiązania wzajemnie ko-
rzystnej współpracy pomiędzy instytucjami edukacyjnymi krajów uczestniczących w programie  Wizyty 
mają jednak także wymiar osobisty: otwierają uczestników na świat, zwiększają ich ambicje zawodowe, 
zachęcają do podnoszenia kwalifikacji, nauki języków, kolejnych podróży  Zmieniają życie ludzi i instytucji  
Jak bardzo zmieniają – staramy się pokazać w naszej publikacji 

wIzYTY 
PRzYGoTowawcze FSS. 
koMPenDIUM  
PRojekTów

Polska wersja publikacji  
jest dostępna do 

pobrania na stronie  
www fss org pl/

publikacje
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